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Detroit Free Press
Heath
publisher
Meriwether
asks
whether
citizens
should determine the
nature of the news.
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FatherJohn F.O'Gradydiscusses the relationship between Jesus' teachings and
modern conceptions of authority. Page2
The Core can expect an
overhaul. Page 4

———

mined Jesuit priest, andanarticulate spokesman,"Father Sundborg
said.
"Father Spitzer will be greatly
missed at Seattle University," FatherSundborgcontinued. "Hehas
made a remarkable contribution,
especially in the areasof philosophy and business. He is greatly

>
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Break traveling toNicaragua
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LoganField finale: softball
teamplays lasthomestand of

other campuses around the country, hereturned to SU in 1990, and
has taught here eversince.
FatherSpitzerearned a bachelor' s
inbusiness administration inpublic accounting and finance, a doctoratein philosophy and a masters
indivinity.
Father Spitzer has recently submitted two manuscripts for publi-

cation,andiscurrentlycompleting

a third manuscript, entitled "Real
Time:Horizons and Parameters of

.

News, page 3
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Gonzaga University's Board of
Trustees announced Monday the
appointment ofSeattle University's
Father Robert Spitzer, SJ, as
Gonzaga's 25th president.
Father Spitzer, who is currently
an associate professor ofphilosophy at SU and the holder of the
Frank ShrontzChairof Professional
Ethics, will assume his new position at Gonzaga on July 1
Father Spitzer, whoat 45 will be
Gonzaga's youngestpresident ever,
succeeds FatherEdward Glynn,SJ,
whoresignedMay 16, 1997.
"I'm extremely honored to be
chosen as president of Gonzaga
University," Father Spitzer said.
want to affirm my
"At the outset,I
asanalumthis
institution
love for
nus andas its new president."
The search for Gonzaga's new
leader beganlast October with the
selection of several potential can-

could equal his enthusiasm and inspirational qualities.
Goodwin acknowledged that,
while administrative experience is
important, the trustees felt that "his
great vision, hiscommitment to the
students, andhis faith were an ideal
fit for Gonzaga."
When informedofFather Spitzer's

Philosophical Reflection inQuantumCosmology."
In addition to his books and articles,Father Spitzer has produced
a video and audio curriculum on
rekindling organizational spirit
throughThe Pacific Institute in Seattle. Many national and international companies use this curriculum.

Father Spitzer already has a vision ofhowhe wants toguideEasternWashington's Jesuit university
into the next century, witha fivepointplanofattack alreadyinhand.

didates.

Over the next few months, the
number ofcandidates wasreduced,
and Father Spitzer's name moved
toward the top.
Gonzaga University Director of
PublicRelationsDaleGoodwin was
Photo
involved in the selection process.
He was impressed with Father Father Robert Spitzer, SJ
Spitzer.
"We conducted a nationwide appointment. University President
search," Goodwin said, "and (Fa- Father Stephen Sundborg, SJ, realtherSpitzer) wasidentified as areal ized that Gonzaga's gain wouldbe
SU's profound loss.
rising star."
"Icongratulate Father Spitzer on
Although some candidates had
appointment as president of
his
experience
more administrative
University. He isan outGonzaga
selection
Spitzer,
the
than Father
leader,a comstanding
that
no
one
educational
committee decided

"My primary purpose will be to
help Gonzagaenhance its already
profound mission toward its students and the Inland Northwest."

he said.
courtesy

of SU Philosophy Department

respectedbyhis colleagues,andis
loved by the studentshehas taught
and inspired."
Father Spitzer began his teachingcareer as agraduateassistant at
St. Louis Universityin 1978, and
followed that with a two-year assignment to SU. After teachingat

Father Sundborg, whois himself
a new university president, voiced

some concerns for Father Spitzer,
mentioning that the position puts
enormous pressures on one's time
and physical resources.
"My advice (toFather Spitzer),"
Father Sundborg said,—"is to drop
allcommitments hehas speaking
engagements and sueh take a
break, and then give himself completely to his new job."

—

ASSU elections yield four one-candidate races
Meghan Sweet

ManagingEditor
Tuesday'sprimary elections for
ASSU actually ended up being final elections in the races for five
positions. The commuter,non-traditional,resident,international,and
four at-large representatives were
all elected to serve on next year's
council. The elections drew only
486 voters,and several races drew
only onecandidate.

Junior sociology major Anne
Cassinelli was the solocandidate in
the runningfor commuter representative. She received 72.63 percent
of the votes, while 27.37 percent of
the ballots cast wereno votes. According to her pre-election statement, Cassinelli's main goal is to
get free tax help for students.
The race for non-traditional representative also yielded only one
candidate, senior accounting major
Guy Sutherland, who wantstomake

ASSUmore visible to the student
body. Sutherland won with68.72
percent of the vote, while novotes
accounted for 31.28 percent.
Anisha Hathirami, a junior finance/business economics major,
was chosen to be next year's residentrepresentativeafterreceiving
76.54 percent of the vote. No
votes made up 23.46 percent of
the ballots. Hathirami wants to
bringherexperiences workingwith
RHA to ASSU.

The fourthrace to draw onlyone
candidate was for international representative. Junior civil and
enviornmental engineering major
AuraMariaCuellar won with77.98
percent ofthe votes,whileno votes
accounted for 22.02 percent.
Cuellar, whohails fromColombia,
wants togiveinternationalstudents

a voice on campus.
Six candidates ran for the four

See ASSUon page 2
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Authority for service:
the paradox of Jesus

news

Lecture on Catholic tradition shows how
Christ used his power and authority
MATT ZEMEK
Associate Sports Editor

Parents Weekend Runs Tomorrow Through Sunday on SU
Campus
Parents areinvited to attend theirchildren's classes tomorrowasthe
university'sannual Parents' Weekend getsunderway.A full slate of
eventsis on tap for Saturday,April 25.From9-11a.m.intheCampion
Ballroom, there willbea keynoteaddresson the topic of"Connecting
the Mind to What Matters." A continental breakfast will be offered.
Later in theday at 2:30 p.m. inthe Chapel of St. Ignatius, Father Pat
O'Leary,SJ, willpresent "Ignatius' Own Story," anaccountofthelife
ofthe founderof the Jesuits.ThePresident's Reception,to beheldin
the Paccar Atrium from 5:15-6:15 p.m., will continue the day's
festivities. At the reception,parents will have achance to meet SU
President Father StephenSundborg,SJ. Theday's final eventwill be
theParents' WeekendDinnerShow, whichwilltakeplace at 6:30p.m.
in the Campion Ballroom. At the dinner, The Trenchcoats an a
capella group will provide entertainment. On Sunday, April 26,
Parents' Weekend willconclude with a family Mass in the Chapel of
St.Ignatius. The liturgy starts at9 a.m.,before theregularly scheduled
11 a.m.Mass. Students with questionsregarding Parents' Weekend
should contact Laurie Prince at 296-6033.

—

—

Book DiscussiononImperialism andModernEducation to be
HeldToday inSchafer Auditorium
JohnWillinsky ,the WilliamAllenEndowed ChairofEducation at

SU, will discuss his book "Learningto Dividethe World:Education
at Empire's End,"today inSchafer Auditorium at 4:30p.m. Theone-

hour lecture will focus on the way that the legacy of imperialism
continues to separate the worldinto distinctions ofblack and white,

East and West, primitive andcivilized. Willinsky will illustrate this
point by demonstrating how modern students of history, geography,
science, language and literature are still suffering from the spirit of
imperialism. Copiesof thebook will be made available at his talk.
EnvironmentalServicesContinuesits Callfor WasteReduction

If one asked Catholics if they
think thechurchis tooauthoritarian
today, the answer would probably
be yes.Ask themif they think Jesus
was just as domineering, and the
response would most likely be no.
Sucha fundamental truthlay at the
heart of a lecture given by Father
John F. O'Grady last Thursday at
Wyckoff Auditorium.
The presentation, titled "FreedomandAuthority in theNewTestament and inCatholic Tradition,"
was sponsoredby theMalcolmand
Mari Stamper Endowed Chair for
Catholic Thought and Tradition.
Father O'Grady, a professor of
biblical theology at Barry University in Miami Shores, Fla., holds
doctoral degrees in theology and
biblicalstudies.Hisextensivescriptural knowledgemade for aformulaic and methodical breakdown of
Jesus' use of authority and power
inthe New Testament,particularly
the Gospels. His lecture stood out
as a revealing analysis of Jesus'

Steve Ford / Spectator

lastinglegacy as areligious figure

and a spiritual leader.
Father O'Grady began his lecture by saying that "as long as humans have existed,there has been
freedom, authorityandpower... we

'

FatherJohn F. O'Gradyfocuses his audience on Jesus power.
must have them, but we have suf-

power, while necessary to the es-

fered because of them." He explained that freedom,authority and

See O'Grady on page 5

ASSU: Final elections on Tuesday will
decide graduate, minority representative

atall CampusSites

From page 1

The Environmental Services Officeis looking for students,faculty
and staff to come up with great ideas for waste reduction techniques
whichcouldbeusedatSU.The secondannual WasteReduction Ideas
Contest runs through next Thursday, April 30. Last year's ideas
included laminating order forms at campus eateries and having a
"Lights Out" night on campus in the residence halls. Ideas can be
submitted to Chip Romain in the Environmental Services Office,
Campus ServicesBuilding 1 03.Romaincan alsobereachedbyphone
at 296-6187, or by e-mail atjchip@seattleu.edu.

openpositions ofat-largerepresentative.

In that race, freshmancommunications major Lillian Carabeo received the most votes (45.47 percent), followed closely by sopho-

cent) andDelacruz (28.40 percent)
will advance to the final elections
on Tuesday after defeating Chan
(24.07 percent). No votes received
7.61 percent of the votes in this

race.
Thegraduate representative will

also be determined in Tuesday's

First Amendment LegalAuthority Looks atFree Speechin the
Next Century
On Wednesday, April29 at5 p.m.in the CaseyCommons (located
in the fifth floor of the Casey Building), the SU Communications
Department will host itsannual SharonJamesMemorialLecture. This
year's speaker will be P. Cameron DeVore, one of the nations
foremostFirstAmendment lawyers.Hislecture, titled "AFirstAmendment Prognosis: Free Speech in the 21st Century," will address
concerns about free speechin a world with greatertechnologies and
tougher ethical dilemmas. DeVore regularly represents media and
advertising clients in First Amendment cases in the U.S. Supreme
Court,as wellas in other federal and statecourts across the land. The
evening'sevents will start with apre-lecturereception at 4:30 p.m.
Dr.Elaine Jong WillProvideValuableInformation toStudents
Going Abroad
University of WashingtonprofessorElaine Jong willpresentaslide
show entitled "Safety andPreventativeMeasures While Traveling or
Vacationing Abroad: The TenCommandments of Healthy Travel."
Theslide showis sponsoredby theStudent HealthActivities Committee and will address the concerns of travelers, especially students
studying in other countries.

Anne Cassinelli

more political science major Ken
Johnson (45.06 percent), sophomorecommunications majorBetsy
Yanasak (44.65percent),andfreshman international business major
Sandra Godinez (44.24 percent).
Carabeo, Johnson, Yanasak and
Godinez beat out two other opponents, Theresa Michalec (38.68
percent)andAaron Houston(30.45
percent). No votesconstituted 5.14
percent of the votes.
Theracefor minority representative drew three candidates, Alex
Alvarez,Christopher Delacruz,and
Bopha Chan. Alvarez (39.92 per-

Guy Sutherland

election. AccordingtoASSUPresident Katie Dubik, because candi-

Anisha Hathiramani

date Geneva Foster's pre-election
statement was submitted late and

did not get printed in last week's
Spectator, ASSU felt it would be
faireriftheelection waspostponed,
since opposing candidate Patty
Linehan's information wasprinted.
Therace for transfer representativehasalso traditionallybeenheld
during Spring Quarter, but the
ASSU Elections Committee has
decided to hold thatelection inthe
fall, whenthe freshman representative is elected.
The elected representatives will
serve on next year's council along
with the winners of the executive
elections last quarter. Presidentelect Jason Madrano, Activities
Vice President-elect Dave Doran
andExecutive VicePresident-elect
Frank So have been preparing for
their positions by observing this
year's ASSU executives.

AuraMaria Cuellar

News
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Meriwether headlines discussion of public journalism
MEGHAN SWEET
Managing Editor

In that sense, Meriwether does
not believe that public journalists
are crossing any boundaries.
"Thisis an issue that allowsjournalists to get outside of their roles
as being detached observers,"

awards, including the prestigious

Alfred I. DuPont/Columbia University Award in1992 for her coverageof the PersianGulf War.
"Part of my reason to love journalismis to make people informed

Public journalism may be a key
to re-engaging apathetic citizens
with public life, according to Detroit Free Press
publisher Heath
Meri wether.
Meriwether
spoke at a forum
last Thursday on
the Seattle University campus
which devoted
its discussion to
the valueof citizen-centered
journalism.
Leading his
address withseveral examples of
how this new
brand of reporting has succeeded inuniting
communities
across the country, Meriwether
went on to state
that public journalists help creSteveFord / Spectator
ate an environment which alMeriwetheraddresses a crowdofcolleagues,localmedia andcampus communitymembers.
lows citizens to
have "a stronger
connection (topolitics) and a mis- Meriwether saidinanearlierinter- thinkers," Lyden said. "If public
journalism hasa weakness,it's that
sion to increase their participation view.
to
be
it depends oninformed citizens."
journalists
"It
allows
the
public
in
affairs."
Lyden testified to the need to
Acknowledging that manyjour- not aplayer whois going todecide
to
create
a journalistic atmosphere in
going
as
a
what
the
outcomes
are
rejectpublic
journalism
nalists
violation of the reporter's role as be...buta player thatcan help citi- which citizens can see their needs
andconcerns reflected in political
'detached observer,' Meriwether zens get engaged in public life."
Meriwether's sentiments were coverage.
argued that citizen-focused jourBothMeriwether and Lydenexnalism performs apublic serviceby echoed by the forum's chiefpanelpressed
ist,
theirownreservationsabout
Senior Correspondent for Nainsisting that politicians speak to
state
Lyden.
the
of journalism today, in
issues which mostaffect theircom- tionalPublic Radio Jacki
coverage ofthe Monica
of
of
the
light
Lydenis the recipient several
munities.

Chair Gary Atkins offered some
context fortheevolution ofmodern
journalism and wondered if and
wherepublic journalism fits in.
Although the Seattle Times is
currently
printing a series of arpublic
journalthat onepurpose of
dealing
out
the
ticles
with citizen-detersensational
ism is to filter
concerns,
AssistantManagsure
mined
public
and make
that the
sees
ing
Boardman exin
stories
Editor
David
their ownneedsreflected
about
pressed
his
ownreservations
reported.
which are
"Partof publicjournalismismak- the place of public journalism.
Boardman's sentiments were
ingtheseconnections,"Meriwether
by SeattlePost-Intelligencer
nurture
goals
is
to
shared
said. "Oneofour
PageEditor Joann Byrd.
Editorial
participationinpubencourage
and
gasp came from the
necessarily
An
audible
not
the
most
lic life...
sensational story, because that audience when KCTS-TVanchor
makespeople turn awayindisgust. BarryMitzman put forth thenotion
"Itseemedtome beforehand that thatcitizenapathyappearshighsimply because
journalism
"Weare living
wascontributinaslownews
ing to a great
decade."
an
feeling of
Upon her
skepticism,
reply, Lyden
even cynideclared that
cism, about
to
the idea that
public life,"
this is not a
Meriwether
newsworthy
added.
decade is outciting
rageous,
Meriwether
Persian
the
and LydenfoGulf War and
cused their Heath Meriwether,
South African
speeches on
as
upheaval
the
Publisher of
the positive
examples
of
outcomepubDetroit Free Press
recenthistoric
iicjournalism
events.
can have by
The final panelist was David
encouraging citizens to participate
SeattleTimescolumnist
Brewster,
panel
other
members
politics,
in
expressedconcern abouthow this and former editor andpublisher of
styleof reporting contributes to the the Seattle Weekly.
Brewster questioned the power
field of journalism itself.
Namely,theyquestionedwhether of marketing and commercialism
or not the benefits of citizen-cen- on public journalism. He also imtered journalism could outweigh plied that newspapers currently
the consequences of changing the make decisions largely based on a
desire toincreasereadershipamong
traditional role of the reporter.
SUCommunication Department youngpeople.
MeriwetherandLydenresponded
quickly to all of these comments,
maintaining theirfirmcommitment
to the power and place of public
journalism.
The forumended after twohours
ofcomments,andeveryonemoved
outsidethe library's Schafer AudiCampusMinistry, the Counseling
toriumtocontinue their discussions
Center, department/program ofat
a small reception.
fices,espresso carts, other Safety
'
Theforum wasarrangedbySU s
andSecurity services,school/colReverendLouisGaffneyEndowed
legeofficeandtheWomen' sCenChair, Philosophy professor Dr.
ter. Graduate students gave the
Patrick
Burke.
lowest ratings to the academic
Burke
wants to use his position
computer labs, the Controller's
further
discussion betweenthe
to
Office,theStudent Health Center
university
and professionals inandInformation Serviceshelpline.
whichare at the
volvedintheissues
Law school students gave their
forefront
of
modern
debate.
highestratings to the Admissions
is to be
Gaffney
"The
Forum
Office,
Office, the Financial Aid
polarwhich
focused
on
the
issues
the library and the parking office
said.
society
today,"
izeour
Burke
while giving low marks to the
The
last
ThursGaffney
Forum
academic resource center and the
day was designed to address the
computerlabs.
disengagementfrom
issueofcitizen
Thesurvey taskforce isrecompointedout
but
Burkealso
politics,
providers
mending thatallservice
is itself a
public
journalism
that
continue toseekinformation from
scrutiny.
source
of
intense
quality
of their
students about the
Meriwether agreed that public
services. Changes can then be
face an uphill battle.
journalists
appropriately,givenenough
made
think
that there is a tre"I
still
constructive feedback. Thecomof work to do in
mendous
amount
report
will be availpletesurvey
journalists still
that
area
because
college'
s
ablein theofficeofeach
being
theroleof
thedetached
value
vice
dean,
theofficeof the
school
observer," Meriwether said. "But
president for Student Developpublic journalism is good journalmentandin theLemieux Library,
ism."
take
a
anyone
who wants to
for
closerlook at the data.
Lewinsky scandal.
Admitting that journalistic standards often get "trampled in the
rush tobeat competitors ona story,"
Meriwether said before the forum

This is issue
that allows
journalists get
outside of their
roles as being
detached observers.

Survey results indicate general satisfaction

Committee plans to keep working on improvements

MARTI CAMPBELL
StaffReporter

Only12.3 percent of the student
body filled out the questionnaires,
despite the fact that the questionnaires were given out tomost students in one of their classes. The
questionnaires were also available
near 18 drop boxes on the main
campus and twodrop boxes at the

The results of the 1997 Seattle
University student services surveysarein,givinganindicationof
how some students view campus
resources.
The purposeof the surveys was
to determine which services are
working well,andwhichonesneed
improvement.
Separatesurveys were designed
for the main campus and the law
school. There were 38 services
chosen for evaluationon themain
campus and 20 chosenfor thelaw
school.
These choices were made by
the eight-member KeepImprovingStudent Services (KISS)Com- law school.
However,KISS stillfeltthat there
mittee,afterconsultation with the
providing
student
wereclear
trends in the survey redifferent offices
sults,
despite
the low number of
services andASSU.
represenrespondents.
comprised
KISS is
of
Over 70 percent of service cattativesfrom ResidentialLife,Admissions, Financial Aid, the egories were ratedadequate,good
Controller's Office, Information or outstanding. Graduate students
Services, theLaw School and the indicated satisfaction with 78.9
deans' offices,as wellas one fac- percentof services,undergraduates
positively rated72.spercentofserulty andone student member.

vices, and law school students
showed approval for 71.9 percent

of the services.
Undergraduate students gave the
highest ratings to academic advisors, Campus Ministry, theCounselingCenter,department/program
offices,Disability Services, SUper

The survey taskforce is recommending
that all service providers continue to
seek informationfrom students about
the quality of their services.
Copy/rnailroom.theWomen'sCenter, espresso carts

and the Volun-

teer Center. Undergraduates gave
thelowest ratings to ASSUrepresentation, Information Services,

parkingoncampus,thestudentemployment office and the Student
Health Center.
Graduate students displayed
similar feelingsby givingthe highest ratings to academic advisors,

News
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Core review committee finds its center
According toEshelman, theCore
has
not come under a full-fledged
Reporter
Staff
scrutinization in ten years because
After a decade of successful
theCore ExecutiveCommittee perimplementation, the Seattle Uni- formsongoingreview sessionseach
summer for several targeted secversity Core is under review.
The Core ExecutiveCommittee tions.
For instance, two Core faculty
hasbeenchargedwith developinga
process that will"unleash creative seminars willbeheld
energy" and is looking for a this summer to re"broader view of the Core and how view "Social Justice
andCore Learning,"
it is delivered."
Dr. John Eshelman, University directed by Len
Provost, was clear that he is not Madelbaum (Albers
calling for a full redesign of the Business School)and
Core, but rather he is interested in "Postmodern Ethics
completing three objectives: to andModernCitizenrearticulate the goals for the Core; ship," directed by
Georg Kunz (Psyto reassess those goals; and to ask
how the university can deliver the
In addition, the
Core with renewed energy to
Core Review will
achieve all goals.
The Academic Council, under planareviewof workshopsor varithe leadership of Dr. Sue Seeker, ous aspects of the Core,in particuAssistant Provost, will work with lar, the assessmentof student learnthe Core Review Planning Com- ingin the phases of the Core.
"This isn't a Core that stays
mittee to come up with atimeline,
changes in methods and the goals static," said Father Leigh. "We
of the review. According to the continually look at changes, but
preliminary timeline, 1998 will be they are always in small steps."
"Personally,I
think the structure
used for settingup the process and
hope that
in 1999, the "new" Core will be is in very goodshape. I
wecan avoidquestionssuchas 'Do
implemented.
Thecommitteemembersincludes we need five hours morehere, five
Father David Leigh, SJ (Core Di- hours lesshere'?" said Eshelman.
rector/English Core), Connie An- "However, there are some ways
thony (Political Science), Burt that we can improve the connecHopkins (Philosophy) and Vicky tions betweencourses. Thisis what
Ihope that our focus willbe on."
Minderhout (Chemistry).

NICOLE KIDDER

Core and Core Faculty Developments. Lastly, thereview will also
have a special focus on Transfer
to
likely
appear
in Student Core.
been made are
According toFather Leigh,these
strategies
the finalreview. Several
of reviews are really selftypes
proposed
and include
have been
by those who actually
studiesdone
faculty
and
convocations for Core
do the work. Therefore,professors
students, surveys from Core facEven though the committee is
only in the brainstorming stage,
many of the suggestions that have

The Core Review will plan a review of
workshops of various aspects of the Core, in
particular, the assessment of student learning
in the phases of the Core.
ulty and freshman, sophomore and
senior students, as well as alumni
and various focus groups.
Five items will receive special
attention. The first focus will be
centered oneach of the phasesand
their objectives, themes and connections. The second isthe quality
ofCore teaching/learningand each
of their effectiveness.
The third will be a review of
Introduction to the Core, whichincludes experiments with SU 100,
Academic Orientations,EN110and
advising.
The fourth item will focus on a
review of the linkage within the

who teach in the core will be the
main focal point in this review.
"Mymain hopeis thatthe faculty
willbecomeexcited aboutteaching
in the Coreand will recognize itas
a primary responsibility to all our
students," said Father Leigh. "We
alsohope tofigure out whatis working and what isn't."
Thesesamesentiments wereechoed byEshelmanas well. Hehopes
that thereview will suggest faculty
development that will encourage
the faculty tomaketheconnections
that really count between courses
inaddition toincreasingexcitement
among the faculty to teach in the

Core.
"The Core is so central to what
wedohere at the University," said.
Eshelman. "Iwouldlike to see the
day whenfaculty view teachingin
the Core as a privilege and arelining up to teach courses init."
"Professors have a tremendous
opportunity to exercise their creativity with other faculty in the
Core," Eshelman continued.
One of the hotly debated issues
that issure tocomeup in thereview
is how exactly is the Core going to
be organized. According to
Eshelman, there are three ways the
Academic Council can go.
The first is known as the "common shelf," meaningevery course
inacertaindiscipline (i.e.:allENG
1 10 courses) would be required to
teach the exactsame material using
the exact same texts.
The second avenue is that each
course withina discipline would be
offered a widearray of topics from
which individual professors could
choose. The subjectmatteras well
as the texts would all be the decisionof each professor.
Thethirdoption is acompromise
of sorts. The Academic Council
wouldoutline acertain agendathat
they believe is necessary for students to learn within each discipline. From there, each professor
would have the freedom to make

See Core on page 5

"Queen of Sheba" author also rules the airwaves

KRISTI JOHANNSEN
Staff Reporter

Jacki Lyden's voice is very familiar.
For the crowd listening to her
speak abouther recentlypublished
andmuchacclaimed book,"Daughterof the Queen of Sheba," in the
Casey Atrium last Thursday,
Lyden's voice was recognizable
right down to the very inflections
she used.
That's becauseLydenis a senior
correspondent and an award-winning journalist at National Public
Radio (NPR) and is on the air almost daily from a Washington DC
broadcast center.
After a welcome from University President Father Stephen
Sundborg, SJ, and Victoria Kill,
Director of the Wismer Women's
Center, Lyden began by reading
out of her fascinating memoir of
growing up with a bi-polar delusional mother in a small middleAmerican town in the 19605.
Lyden describedher family: "My
mother was young and beautiful,
married toa man whodidn' tappreciate her nighttime disquisition's
with 'Reverend Lord'."
Lyden's father, the towndoctor,
was "likeClark Gable" to the people
there, who payed for his services
with hand-picked fruit, eggs. etc.
Lyden told the audience of the
first time she everencountered her
mother's delusional stateoneafternoon when she was 1 2.
Dolores,Lyden' smother,dressed
herself inyellow sheets, completed
the outfit with eyelinerhieroglyph-

ics and achildren's tiara, and announced toher staring daughterthat
she was "theQueenof Sheba,"and
that her daughters would each be
bequeathed a country (Lyden received Mesopotamia).
And that was just the beginning.

Lyden began her memoir of
growing up with her "crazy
mother," as the small town folk
labeled her, with the day that
Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait
in 1991. At that point, Lyden was
workingon covering the Gulf War

ery and gain strength from her example,repeatingas amantra,"Iam
the Queen of Sheba."
By this point, Lyden's mother
had finally gained access to medication forher disorder and wasdoing much better.

Molly McCarthy /

Photo Editor

Jacki Lyden (center)speaks to (l-r) Victoria Kill,Dr.Patrick Burke, andHeathMeriwether.
Over the years, Lyden'smother
became more andmore fantastical,
ranging in herdelusions from acting as the CEOof a food corporation called "Deja Vu Foods" to
Marie Antoinette incorsetsandribbons.

for NPR, eventually winning
awards for her work along with a
group ofother journalists.
During the turbulent time of living in the war-torn Middle East
whilecovering the story,she would
oftenremember hermother'sbrav-

But Lydenfelt that her story was
interesting enough to be written
down. When university President
Father StephenSundborg,SJasked
her why she wrote the memoir,
Lyden quipped, "Why is the San
Andreas Fault responsible for an

earthquake?"
Having lived with her mother's
disorder while growing up profoundly affects Lyden's life now.
Lyden likes being on the radio
with NPR because, in her words,
"speaking on the radio, Icould be
invisible.I
couldbecome thevoices
of the people Iwas speaking
about...when Iopened the door to
NPR, the world opened to
me...Sheba said 'go,goanywhere,
justgo."
—
Lyden did go her specialty is
storiesabout theMiddleEast, apart
of the world which she finds fascinating. "There are a million ways
to go," she says.
Lyden'swritingdrivecame from
her mother also.
Lyden describedhowhermother
would write on anything, any—
where and Lyden does the same.
The strange part to Lyden was
that her mother was strikingly
fantastical in the detail ofher delusions for a woman "who hasn't
read abook since she was 18."
The philosophy of Lyden's
mother stays withher in day today
life too: sheonce said toherdaughter, "Always remember that you
are the most beautiful woman in the
room."
Lyden appreciatedher mother's
disorder in a way, as her mother
could do things in her imaginary
life that manypeople would liketo
do but can't.
Lyden's life as a senior NPR
correspondent, respected author,
and international traveler is, in
ways, as fantastical as her
—
mother's it's just real.
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O'Grady: priest lectures on Jesus' ministry and teachings
doctrine down other
people's throats. Rather than using
his authority inadomineeringway,
tablishment of civilizations,have
Jesus simply presentedpeople with
carried "the ever-presentdanger of
a way of life, gently encouraged
misuse."
them to be part of it,and promised
Father O'Grady explained the
that they would reaptherewards of
meanings of the Greek words for
a faithful Christianlife, aliferooted
authority and power, exousia and
inservice.
dynamis respectively. Exousia,
Parables were one particularly
context,
is
withinaNew Testament
Catholic
element of Jesus' teachthe right to exercise power over
O'Grady touched
that
Father
ing
someone else, another way of sayin
the Catholic traParables
fit
on.
ing that one has vested authority.
they are fictional
dition
because
Father O'Grady said that "the root
—
stories used to illustrate larger
of poweris theright Jesushasthe
truths. Thisnon-literal
right to forgive sins,
wayofinterpretingstocast out demons, and
stands in contrast
ries
teach," an idea which
to a generally Protesis expressedinthe syn—
tant view, whichholds
optic Gospels Matall
the stories in the
thew, Mark andLuke
tobe literally true.
Bible
(or all but John).
particuA
second
Using biblical exlarly Catholic part of
amples from the synJesus' teachingwas his
FATHER JOHN F. O'GRADY, PROFESSOR OF BIBLICAL
optic gospels, Father
insistence on the spirit
Barry
University
Theology at
O'Grady established
of the law, not the funthat authority was
damentalist, letter-ofgranted to Jesus from
approach that
God the Father. He
" others into submissive obedience, appeals morethe-law
(and
to
Protestants
then showed that Jesus transferred your midst as one who serves.'
matter).
Jews,
for that
This and other examples show Jesus "could but didn't demand Orthodox
his authority to the apostles and to
that, accordO'Grady
said
apostles.
his
Father
absolutemission"from
promote
the contemporary Church by ex- thatJesus used exousia to
Jesus,
"when the (Jewish)
Father O'Grady then explained ing to
tension, (Peter the Apostle is rec- service and humility as a Christian
that Jesus used the samebasic ap- law helped people, it was to be
ognized as thefirst Pope, therepre- missionary example.
proach
when preaching and teach- followed; when it did not help
Having
established how Jesus
sentative ofChrist on Earth).
masses,andeveninspeak- people, it was to be ignored." For
Father O'Grady thenillustrated exercised his authority, Father ingto the
how this authority was to be lived O'Grady then explained the mean- ing to contemporary Christians
throughtheBible:"Jesus usedcharout andexercised inother words, ingofdynamis, orpower.Dynamis,
authorityinsuch a way that
framework,
ismatic
New
Testament
how Jesus used exousia. Jesus, in a
the individual free- I From page 4
respect
ability
or
would
capacity
the
represented
according to FatherO'Grady,"exdignity
domand
ofothers."
performpowproducepower
to
and
ercised his authority as one who
a part of
analysis
explored
This
through
physiacts,
erful
whether
choices within those limitations.
becamethe servant of others."
for
appeal
andhis
greatness
Jesus'
cal,
spiritual.
or
This
is
emotional
emphasized
his
"We are going to have propoFather O'Grady
Christians, namely, that Jesus did
exousia,
fofrom
which
different
example
by
ofLuke
nents for each position andeven
point using the
more for in-between,"Eshelman
explained. "Manyprofessorsare
infavorforaprescribedlist, however, they don't want a very narrow one. But above all, we do
need to be teaching some fundamental concepts thatstudents can
carry over to all the disciplines
they study in."
According to both Eshelman
andFather Leigh,oneof themost
challengingparts the Core isfacingis findingprofessors whocan
maintain ahappybalance between
teaching Core courses and non'
Are you concerned about
>&ir'
Corecourses.
Bothagreethatitis veryimpor-

From page2

cuses on the exercising of one's
power
through given authority.
apostles
ways
his
inthe
andteaches
Dynamis
missionary
work:
refers to theactual wayin
and
of service
is putinto action.Fapower
which
among
dispute
arose
them
"Alsoa
(the apostles) as to which of them ther O'Grady citedJesus'resurrecwasconsidered tobegreatest. Jesus tion as an enormous, shattering
said to them, 'The kings of the event —a demonstration of God's
Gentiles lord it (authority) over power that changed people's
them; and those whoexercise auviews and brought about converthority over them call themselves sions to Christianity.
Father O'Grady said that while
Benefactors. But you are not tobe
like that. Instead, the greatest manypeoplein positionsofauthoramong you should be like the ity, both inside and outside the
youngest, and the one who rules Church,"act in theirown position"
like the one who serves...Iam in and use their station to intimidate
22:24-27, where Jesus addresses

not force

—

.

Jesus used charismatic authority in such a way
that would respect the individual freedom and
dignity of others.

—

this reason, in a post-lecture discussion,Father O'Grady said, "IfI
were apious Jew, I'dbe angry at
Jesus."
FatherJohnTopel,SJ,the holder
of the Stamper Chair who introducedFather O'Grady,related the
presentationto the state of the contemporary Catholic Church. Father Topel said that the notion of
authority "is of special interest...
especially at Seattle University,
because Rome (where the Papacy
andthe Vatican reside)isnow seeking to vest authority overCatholic
universities in its local bishops."
This authority relates to policymaking within canonical church
law. In using thisauthority, called
juridicalauthority, bishopscan determine that theologians or teachers can no longerperform their dutiesin the Catholic Church.
The potential of juridical authority hasobvious implications for the
future of a Catholic university.
FatherO'Grady's lecture onJesus'
uses of authority and power was
intented to serve as a reminder to
the Vatican andallmembers of the
church: authority, in universities
as well as all other walks of life,
shouldbeexercised throughhumble
serviceand withanear towardpromotingpersonal freedom and dignity inall their manifestations.

Core: ten-year review begins
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tant that each professor has the
opportunity to teach upper divisioncourses.
"Part of thechallenge is figuring out how faculty can convey
their ownexcitement to students
and bring them in," Eshelman
said. "Quite frankly, that iswhat
really matters. If the faculty is
bubbling over with enthusiasm,
thenitcatches the students.
"Myhope is that wewillcome
out of this with maybe no
changes," Eshelman continued.
"I wouldprefer there simply be a
renewed energy in commitment
aroundtheCore in thateach student would be able to look back
and realize that they received a
solideducational foundation and
are able to pull allof thescattered
piecesinto a whole."
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Do you feel these are topics that should be discussed on
campus?
Do you enjoy presenting to your peers?

Do you enjoy engaging conversation?

Then We Want You!!!
The Wellness and Prevention Center is seeking students for
their Peer Educator Program.
Pick up applications in the Upper Student Union Bldg.
Applications are due May 11th.
Questions? Call 296-2278.

NEED EXTRA MONEY?
EARN $18,000 PART TIME!
Sure, you could use theextra money -who couldn't?
The Army Reserve can help you earn more than$18,000
during a standard enlistment,part time, plus some
great benefits, with opportunities to qualify for even
more money to continue your education. You'llalsobe

gettingvaluable hands-on skill training that will last you
a lifetime.
Good extramoney. Lotsof opportunities. A place to
make new friends. Give the Army Reserve your serious
consideration.

Think about itThenthink aboutus.Thencall:

1-800-USA-ARMY
www.goarmy.com

BEALL YOUCANBEf

ARMY RESERVE
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EDITORIAL

Lack of student
on campus
involvement
nationally-renowned speaker, spoke in Casey Atrium

Noemi Sohn, a
yesterday. The Gaffncy Chair sponsored a speechby Detroit FreePress
Publisher HeathMeri wether.The Wismer Women' s Centerhas sponsored
a series oflectures andeventsover the past week. ASSU justheld the first
round of its Spring Quarter elections.
Every year, poetry readings, lectures, elections, sports events and
presentations fill Seattle University's calendar of events. On Tuesday,
only486 students votedin the elections. Andvery few students bother to
voluntarilyattend or participate in events.
One student commented that the only people who attend on-campus
events are "the people who plan and organize them." Despite attendinga
university which prides itself on providing a liberal arts education, few
students have demonstrated an interestin the diverseissues and concerns
of ourcommunity today.
The philosophy classes we take, the English papers we write, and the
history bookswestudy have norelevance tooureducationunless weapply
them to our lives. All of these classes— the foundation of our liberal arts
—
education are of nouse unless weunderstand their applications.
Unfortunately, apathy in the student community reflects that the goals
and values of the Jesuit education are not being followed and learned. It
reflects that the time we spend in our Core classes is not being used
effectively, orperhaps,students viewCoreclassesas simple requirements
that must be taken inorder to earn a degree.
The Coreand allof the extracurricular activitieson campus are part of
theeducation for which wehave takenresponsibility. They are part of the

experience inJesuit education in which students are asked toparticipate
andlearn about subjects which they would not normally approach. Butif
students are doing so with hesitation, or without genuine interest and
concern, the education andall of its ideals are not being taken to the full

advantage.
Students atSUneed to look upon their Jesuit educationas anexperience
in whichscienceand English, historyandphilosophy,music and performingarts are allconnected. We need tolookupon our education as a whole,
not just fragmentsof courses in various disciplines.
As we do so, the importanceofparticipationinextracurricular events
will begin to take shape. Opportunitiesoutside the classroom willhelpus
to further develop the ideas and tools needed to actively participate in
larger communities. Then, maybe event coordinators won't find themselves the only people involvedin activities,and lecturers and speakers
won't find themselves facing rows of empty chairs.
The SpectatorEditorialBoard consists of MeganMcCoid, Meghan
SweetandKatieChing. Signedcommentaries and cartoonsreflect the
opinionsof the authorsand notnecessarilythoseof TheSpectator,that
ofSeattle Universityor its student body.
The Spectatorwelcomesletters to the editor. Letters should be no
morethan300 wordsinlengthand must include signatures,addresses
and telephone numbers for verification during daytime hours. The
deadline for letters is Wednesday at 3 p.m. All letters are subject to
editing, and become property of The Spectator. Send letters via
campusmail orthepostalservice to: TheSpectator,SeattleUniversity,
900 Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122, or send e-mail to

spectator® seattleu.edu.
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Separating from
image and icon
We starve ourselves of substance

IKatie Ching
She sank into her uniform, the
blouse and skirt drapingacross her
body.Even when wecould see the
edges ofher bones thrusting themselvesagainsther thinskin,none of
us knew what to say. We had read
about eatingdisorders anddiscussed
them in health classes, but at 1 1
years old, we didn't know what to
say whendiscoveringthe reality of
a friend's self-imposed starvation.
Ikeep finding flyers in my mailbox at The Spectator about all the
seminars and speeches sponsored
by the Wismer Women's Center. A
biography on Barbie, a seminar on
media images, and other events.
The bulletin board on my floor
broadcasts Her Story monthand is
covered inshortnews clippings of
heroic women firefighters and
doctors, speech writers and ac-

—

tresses.

IguessI
am supposedtobeproud
ofhowfar womenhavecomeinthe
lastdecades. Womenhave arrived
at a point in history where new
opportunitiesin education and the
workplace are available. These
opportunities are advertised as so
readily available that it seems that
all young women have todo is take
advantageof them. But amidst all
of the excitement, wehave forgotten the struggles which women still
face, and that they face these challengesatyoungerand youngerages.
While young girlsare exposedto
the achievements and accomplishments of womenin highly-specializedoccupations,they are alsobombarded by stacks of fashion magazineswhich try todictate aspecific
appearance and entertainers who

While womencanbe firefighters
doctors,they are still victimsof
and
Opinion Editor
an overbearing and complacent
American imageof dependent sucfeel they have to behalf-naked to cess. Theremaynotbeasolutionto
getattention. We aresendingyoung this paradox. There may be no
women twoentirely different mes- specific solution to help young
—
sages be smart andsuccesful, and women liberate themselves from
be part of the American icon, the
the dominating control of media
woman whoknowsand fits intothe images andancientbeliefs. But we
can attempt to separate ourselves
latest fashions and trends.
When my parents enrolled me in from theidealistic image whichhas,
through the mea single-sex eldiaand our own
emen t a r y
school,theydid /
learned values,
send
We
sotrusting that
become a.familyoung women iar part of our
society.
cation
1
two
would
If we do not,
1-year-olds
$
1
willcontinue to
young
messages, starve themgirls the
selves, and
Be
smart
ft
younggirls will
to
dence
succeed in
continue to
grow up cela world
ebrating theacwhich is
complishments
not based
md be part
of women one
the American month out of
equality.
the yearinstead
icon
of all 12. A
idealistic
education
woman will be
knows
allowed to sucatest
ceed in the
discovery
world without
that oneof my friends,at 11 years having to rely upon the appeal of
old,hadbecome anorexic. She was hersex and,justmaybe,ourAmericonstantly dependent on the ap- can society willatempt the dangerproval ofmalefriends— andpart of ous task of evaluating and reflecttheir acceptance was based upon ing upon its own values.
heroutward appearance. Shecould
get Asin class,give accomplished
piano recitals and serve on the Katie Ching is a freshman
school council, but she was also majoringin biology. Sheisalso
heavily dependent on approval of the opinion editor of The
her image, and she was willing to Spectator. Her e-mailaddress
sacrifice her health for it.
iskhching@seattleu.edu.

jj\

different

'

and
successful,

of

who
the
trends.
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Religion, class and ethnicity make peace difficult
agreement's ability to
do anything to ease the
tension. The population in Northern Ireland is approximately
60percent English and
40percent Irish. HowSpectator Columnist
ever, the English
people make up nearly
all of the Protestants
middle/upper
and
the
class of
or
a
reject
support
it for
Just over two weeks ago, a sion to
Irish
Northern
Ireland.
The
fragility
while.
of
this
The
historic peace agreement was
of
the
compose
nearly
evidence
all
is
agreement
further
signed in Northern Ireland.
class
working
Catholics
and
the
extremely
of
how
will
be
peace
This supposedly is thebestresoThus, besides
lution to end nearly 30 years of difficult to achievein Northern in the country.
the
differences
in
religious
Many
believe
that
is
bloody violence in the country. Ireland.
Ireland,
those
differbetween
Northern
of
the
hatred
largest
because
This past Sunday, the
political party in Northern Ire- the Catholics and the Protes- ences are reinforced by the fact
land, the Ulster Unionists,gave tants, but thedivisions runeven that the Irish Catholics can't
seem to move into the middle
their endorsement to the peace deeper than religion.
upper class. The ethnic,reor
of
theories
Iam
One
the
However,
accord.
the dissenstudying in one of my classes ligious and class divisions all
sion within the Ulster Uniongives the impression that peace reinforce each other in Northpolitical
parties
ists and other
be virtually impossible in ern Irelan, and therefore make
may
Fein,
the pois growing. Sinn
litical armof the IrishRepubli- Northern Ireland. This is not to peace very difficult to achieve.
The reasonfor allof the viocan Army, is also meeting to say that Iam not supporting the
lence, especially in the last 30
However,
I
agreement.
peace
peace
agreement,
discuss the
but has put off any kind of deci- am suspicious of this latest years, has been due to the dif-

lay Balasbas

The real winners:

Over Spring Break,I
had the opportunity to watch the always titillating Academy Awards. That's
when allof Hollywood puts on
their fanciest clothes, nicest jewelry and hops into a
limo to strut theirstuff. The, .
also have ahost and some presenters that do this whole thing about
awards and such. Thatis theproblem, the awards play a backup role
to the stroll down the Red Carpet.
In order to solve that problem, I
think there should be some new
categories. I
think another waythat
they could increase the excitement
would be to loosen up a little on
those pesky regulations that say an
actorhas to be inamoviethis year
or ever really. There are a lot of
famous people that havenever been
inamovie,butIwilInominate them
need a target for mylousy
becauseI
jokes. And since they asked me to
help add spice to the whole award
show, here are a few awards that
havebeen sorely missed.
"Best real-life Performance
BasedonBoogieNights StarDirk
Diggeler— The award goes to Bill
Clinton. AlthoughMarvAlbertdid
some memorable scenes, and
Michael Jackson is always a threat
to society, Wild Bill gets the nod
for his ability to get funky and still
do the president'sjob. Plus,hehad
a weak supporting cast that only
featured Paula Jones and Monica
Lewinsky. They are not exactly
Julia Roberts andCameron Diaz.

—

"Least Talent, Most MoneyTherewas strongcompetition from
themusic world now that the Spice
Girls got tomake amovie. But the
award must go to the little twins
from "FullHouse." These annoyingbrats have managed to get all
kinds of television time, and they
probably even have their own
Christmas album. But they*still
lack the onething thatshows

—

wood
TALENT. 1
know Ican't be
the only one that
noticed this. What
was some dude
thinking when he decidedthat
thesebeasts shouldbe able tomake
it into our homes at least once a
week? If Ihad to pick between
hitting myself in the head for 20
minutes or watching those spawn
ofSatan for 17 minutes,youcanbet
your britches Iwould be covered
with self-inflicted bruises. Ican
just picture it now, at the awards
show they would hear their names
called and go up on stage and the
only comprehensible thing that
would come out of their mouths
would be,"Ilove you,Uncle Joey."
"BestMovie That ThereShould
DefinitelybeNo SequelTo— This
justscreams "Titanic." Every time
a moviemakes that much money,
the geniuses in Hollywood think

fragile and difficult

and the Irish that couldn't be
overcome. In order for peace
to work in Northern Ireland,
the divisions have to be dulled
to allowpeople to movearound
in society, and not remain in
one class because of what ethnic or religious background they
have.
All ofthe parties of theNorthern Ireland peace agreement
have major reservations with
many of the provisions the accord calls for. The Protestants
do not want to lose their police
force if a commission is created to study the future need for
it. The IRA is upset at the
provision calling for the Irish
Republic to hold areferendum
doing away withIreland's claim
to the land that Northern Ireland sits on. Until these reservations are addressed,the peace
accord will remain extremely

ment.

to

imple-

Iam hoping that this latest
attempt tobringpeace to North-

ern Ireland will work. The violence must end, but everyone
must understand that the divisions between the people of
Northern Ireland run deep and
are very difficult to reverse. If
this peace agreement fails, it
may signal that peace may be
unachievable in Northern Ireland. Considering what Ihave
studied about Northern Ireland,
it seems only a perfect peace
agreement that makes everyone happy will work. Of
course, the chancesof that happening are very slim.
Jay Balasbas is a sophomore
majoring in political science.
His e-mail address is
balasbas©seattleu. edu.

campus Comment

What would you change
about SU?

Givingawards to those who wouldn't
otherwise be recognized

Ford Clary

ferences between the English

theyshould make
asequel. Thefact
remains, however, that no se-

quelhaseverbeen
as good as the
original. That
would be especially true in this
case, because there are no loose
ends. What would they do,search
forLeo'sremains? That wouldbe
really romantic.
—
"ScariestCharacter Change
This has to go to the old guy that
played the chief of police in "L.A.
Confidential." His last major role
previous to that was as the kindly
old farmerin"Babe."He wearsbig
old galoshesand romps around with
cute, little, fuzzy farmanimals. In
"L.A. Confidential" he
doesn'thesitate to killor
double-cross anyone. Nice
little switcheroo,dude.I'm just
glad the nice little pig got outta
townbefore freakboy started putting bodies onice.
"Best Dressed on Screen
There is only one man who has
defined style andhas shown acapacity to wear some smooth gear
for so long that he could win this
award. He is your neighbor and
mme people, put your hands together for Mr.Fred Rogers. This
guyhas single-handedlycarried the
pastel zipper cardigan market for
years. And noone can sport a pair
ofloafers quiteliketheRoge-daddy
The guy was a walking fashion
show sinceMoby Dick wasaguppy.

—

—

.

Ford Clary is a freshman
majoring in journalism. His
address
is
e-mail
fclary@seattleu.edu.

"I think that we should try to
"Ithink we shouldhave asmall
increasethe number of minority hostelor hunkhouse whichcould
students to promotecultural di- be used for emergency housing
versity. We should also try to for commuter students. It would
increase financial aid, so not as benice if we would have somemany students have to take out where to stay overnight if we
loans and so they willbe able to needed to study latein the library
pay for graduate school."
orbehereearly inthemorning for
Malimal,
sophomore,
Plarissa
a test." LisaGuthrie,transfer
student,Liberal Arts
Criminal Justice

—

—

"I think that SU should offer
more study abroad opportunities toSpain,ortoSouthAmerican and Middle Eastern countries." Lisa Tanzer, junior,
Spanish

"I wouldaddacoffee shop on
campus so that studentscan have
somewhere to hangout and study
withouthavingto eat." Jamie
Hofftnier,sophomore,DiagnosticUltrasound

"I would like to have two-ply
toiletpaper inthe bathrooms,becauseIfeelthat two-ply ismuch
morecomfortable touse thanoneply. It should be soft." —Joel
Punzal,senior,Biology

"Ithink that Seattle University
needs to add a football team. I
think that thisisone element that
is missing from the atmosphere
on our campus. Football teams
bring campuses together into a
community, andbuildcamaraderieamong the students.Thiscould
help bring unity to the campus
and rebuild SU's athletic tradiDemetri
tion."
Georgakopoulos, senior, History andPolitical Science
CampusCommentiscompiled
by Erin Carlile.

—

—

"Transfer students should be
able to transfer their gradepoint
average along with their credits,
because currently they have to
completely start their GPA over
when they transfer." Maureen
Hairinton,sophomore,Sociology

—

—

—

SEE THAT BIG
BLACK BOX ON

PAGES?

The Spectator is looking for an editorial cartoonist for the 1998-99 schoolyear. Ifyou are interested,call Katie Ching at 296-6470.
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Not your typical
Students travel to
CampusMinister Joe Orlando.
"Ihavelearned how significant it
Staff Reporter
is to move out of your own culture
and do service for others,"Orlando
said. 'A— lot of this experience is
mm «s a child growing up in the sharing speaking with familes,
small fishingtownofßosarioCavite listening, and hopefully having a
in the Philippines, Seattle Univer- realintimate experienceaboutwhat
sity junior Glecy De Leon vividly it's like to live as a poor person."
remembers straw huts crowded toThe program lasted 10 days.
During
that time, students stayed
along
the abandoned
gether
host
familiesinachurch-based
beachfront.
with
Durgan and De Leon
although
community.
DeLeon
has
seen
And
despair,spending herSpringBreak each stayed with adifferent family.
inNicaragua with seven other SU
"Icouldn'thavehad abetterfamstudents caused her to grow even ily," De Leonsaid. "(De Leonand
wiser aboutsympathy,despair and another student, Anna Kapranos)
would always get kisses from the
anger.
"I have seen how people have kids when weleft.Theywouldfight
suffered, so Ihad an idea about over who wouldkiss us first when
what the situation was like, but I they came home from school."
was still shocked," De Leon said.
De Leon explained that the host
mother woulc
"(In the Philippines)Ihad friends
he
who came to school hungry be- follow
eat
they
breakfast. around
th
cause
didn't
Their begging eyes wouldstare at house with
my sandwich that my mother had small bench
never allowing
made.
"Isaw those glossy, hungry eyes her to stand on
Sharon Thomas

to get one," Orlando explained.

De Leon said that watching the
people get their only meal of the
day was "heartbreaking."
"We can alwaysrun to the Chieftain and grab a taco, and stuff it
down," shesaid."These peoplehave
to struggle to make sure there is
enough food for everyone."
Each student also traveled to El
Bonete, a small village north of

SPRING BREAK
NICARAGUA and BELIZE throuc

the height of inspiration in seeing
people's joy and
their ability tocreate
song and dance," he

said.
"There are times
when you feel guilty
and disgusted with

your status as an
Americancitizen because our culture,
Managua.
totally
dif- government and
"These people have a
city,"
peoplearesomewhat
ferent lifestyle than in the
"They're
responsible for the
Durgan explained.
campesinos, which translates suffering in othersoroughly to 'the people oftheland.' cieties," he contin"They're poor, and they work ued. "But on the
hard," hecontinued. "Iexpected to other hand, if I
seepeople at the heightofsuffering wasn't an American
in the most adverse conditions of Iwouldn't havehad
the opportunity to
poverty, but what Isaw instead
werepeople visit Nicaragua.It's
that were a double-edged
pretty sword."
Photo Courtesy of Erin Sweeny
spoke
of
happy, and
De Leon
SU sophomoreMatt Burch takes some time outfrom his busy day tohang aroundwithhis new friends.
live in a the "culture shock"
beautiful she experienced after arriving back in
place."
Durgan
have to live in your day planner
Seattle.
her feet.
again in Nicaragua."
again.It's oppressive."
at
of
model
VWhile many students were
picture
inEl
"Ilooked
this
a
stayed
"They're
While DeLeonrevisited feelings
their Spring Break lookspending
"Icame back looking at spring
Bonete with wearingChristianDior inNew York
fromher past,graduate student Ed proud to have
good
ing
party,pr using their
for
a
I
Juan Bo- and justkept staringatit," she said. quarter,and Ihit the ground walkDurgan compared Nicaragua to you,and they' re
to
up on their fifree
time
catch
nito,28, his "Suddenly,Icouldn't believe things ing," he added.
what he cal/s one of North ready to share
have
University
stunances,
1
feel
1
Seattle
Durgan
Both De Leon and
24-year-old like that exist. Icame back here
everylittlething
America's boomtowns: Seattle.
volunteering
dents
their
time
spent
was
one
experience
that their
that
wife, and beat up, physically and emotion"The sights, the sounds, the they have," De
and learning about theBelize culwill stay with them forever.
their four ally."
smells everything is different," Leonsaid.
ture.
program
although
the
culture
shock
And
the
emDurgan
kids. One
called
Durgan, who
Durgan said. "It'sin a tropical reand
"I love to travel. I've been to
growth
experiencing
phasizes
faced
into
"reindoctrination"
night, he
gion, which means it is more hu- roomed with
culture,
Italy
had
a
and France. But Iwanted a
another
the
students
society.
Durgan
and
mid, and hotter. There are volca- sophopmore
different kindof travel experience.
ito
"When you first visit a country, little time to shop forgifts.
noes in sight that have steam and MattBurch, also
Ed Durgan, on the Bon
Iwanted a more 'service' travel
They also visited Vulcan de
stayed up you compare things to America,"
felt welcomed
gasses coming out.
Nicaragua
while,
volcano.
abroad than just a 'study' abroad,"
Imesaya,
he
after
I
reala
famous
hours
said.
"But
a
for
"There are rocks and rubble in byhishost famsaidGerryMadeira,one of the stutalking ized that those comparisons don't
Orlando said that students interProgram
the streets,andin some places you ily
dents on the trip.
about their do you any good as far as under- estedintheprogram fornextspring
haveto get out of your car to move
"The mother
TheBelizeImmersion Program,
standing the culture and people's needtobeopen togrowth,beready
families.
them. There aren't the things we and father were
service,
way
capacity
led by Pastoral Campus Minister
of life.
todo
andhave the
"I'm a
take for granted here, like garbage in their 60s, and
KathyCollins andSchool of Theolpick-up,"Durgan added.
have been together for over 30 third-generation
ogy and Ministry Professor Gary
The NicaraguaImmersion pro- years," Durgan said. "They were fisherman, and
Chamberlain, was started in 1992
gram began three yearsago under
very kind and open people, with a his family goes
by
Joe Orlando.
Gerry S
back seven genstrong faith."
experi"It
educational
great
is
a
During their erations working
ence that they can't learn in the Madeir;
land,"
timeinthe city the
Made
classroom," Chamberlain said.
of Managua, Durgan said.
the students
Juan Bonito
volunteered at was considered
a nutritional one of the
center called wealthier ciuOlla de Soya, zens of El
meaning "Pot Bonete.The reaof Soy."
son?He had two
Orlandosaid cows and a job.
"Juan said,
that the center
was an out- "'My lifeis easy,'
h/Ut hopU.
Durgan rereach service

Thereare times
you feelguilty as
an American, but
if wasn'tI
had
wouldn7
the opportunity...
it'sadoubleedgedsword.

—

mi
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Sumrijer s
corning!

by "poor folks
to the even

poorer people,
as part of their
Christian re-

sponse."
soy meals, and

serve them to
children under
5 and pregnant
women intheir
neighborhood
Photo Courtesy of Erin Sweeny

A Nicaraguangirlposesinfront ofa tree.

thatdon'thave
theopportunity

called. "I asked
himwhattime he
worked, and he

Photo Courtesy of Erin Sweeny

An SUstudent smiles for the cameraalong with villagersfrom Managua.
said when the
sun comes up.
"When you come back to the to encounter the unfamiliar.
When it sets is whenhe's finished.
U.S.,
youslowly lose thatobjective
Conversational Spanish is also
That's close to 12 hours.
feelings
required.
view.
life,
point
a
of
Youlosethe
"I told him that was hard
but he said, Forme itisn't.'There's youhad there. Youlose the experino wayI
coulddoit,"Durganadded. ence in away,"Durgancontinued. "
"Ihad anger whenIcame back.I
Durgansaid that the tripinvoked
was depressed.Iwanted to hold on
a rangeofemotions.
"It covered the whole spectrum, to those experiencesand turn them
from absolute despair and hope- intoaction. Our society has a way
lessness in the face of poverty,to of cracking down on you and you
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-id BELIZE through immersion programs
10-year-old Guatemalan boy.
"Ionly got tobe withhim for two
days because they (the child care
center) were takinghim toa foster
volunteering
of
in the family in Guatemala," she exMercySoup Kitchen,St. plained. "I waspushingother chilMartin's Elementary drenon theswings,andhe ranup to
School, achildcarecen- me and he put out his arms to hug
him. He wouldn't let go."
ter forneedychildrenbeStudents had the opportunity to
tweenthe agesof3 to 11,
and a nursing clinic that learn about the people and their
visits the elderly.
culture from various presenters,
During the morning whoalso spoke about Belize's hishours, SUstudent Ryan tory.
"At the YMCA, we had a big
Liddell worked for the
Mercy Soup Kitchen. In thing where the wholecommunity
the afternoon, he volun- came and talked to us. It was kind
teered at the child care oflikean icecream social,"Liddell
center,whichhesaidwas said.
Within the boundariesof Belize,
more like an orphanage
day
than a
care.
a variety of cultures exist. There
to
are the Creoles, the Mestizos, the
Madeira wanted
work with children, so Garifunas, the Mennonites and the
she became a volunteer Mayans.
at the child care center.
Thestudents weremostly inconhard,
tact
really
was
but
with the Creoles, whospeak a
"It
at the same time I different dialect ofEnglish. Liddell
wouldn't changemy ex- felt that a language barrier still experience for the world," isted,because at times the different

Students learn about
the culture through volunteer placement centers. Theyhave a choice

dents lived at
the YMCA.
"We really
got to meet a
lot of local

people who either went to

school there
(the YMCA)or
hung
just

around there,"
Madeira said.
As Liddell

and Madeira
involve them-

selves

with

their dailyrou-

tines again,
theirmemories
of the people
and the country are not forgotten.

"I was very
excited the
whole time I
was
there,

down

because
of the new exPhoto Courtesy of

Gerry Madeira

RyanLiddell,GerryMadeiraandMollySpitz withtheir
new friend, Rema, at the YMCA where they lived.

periences and
The program is designed tohelp
new things to students appreciate therichness of
see," Liddell another culture.
said. "Everyone
"Students get de-Americanized.
felt they could They're able to step out of their
stay
longer. own culture and look at it more
People became
attached to the
people at their
placements, and
there'sa lotmore
work to be done
dawn there."
"It'sbeenhard
Photo

Courtesy of Gerry

Madeira

'It'shardtowalk
nto my room. I
have somuch Itake forgrantedthat
thesekids will never have."

GerryMadeira andCarmen Simmons standinfront of the center where they worked.

Madeira said.
Madeira distinctly remembers a

dialectwas difficult to understand.
Duringtheir 10-day stay, thestu-

coming home,"
Madeira said.

Iwantedmore of
a "service" travel
abroadthan justa
"study"abroad.
Gerry Madeira

critically," Chamberlain explained.
"Idon'tthink they taketheireducation for granted as much," he
added.
Chamberlain said that students
get agreatersense ofhowsmal1 the
world is from taking atrip likethis.
"They have connections in
Belize. (But) the trip wasn't all
sweat. They did have some fun,

too," Chamberlain said.
Students spent a day snorkeling
among the Cayes, the second-largest coral reef in the world. They

also had an opportunity to see the
Mayanruins.

This quarter, instead of nursing
students attending Senior Synthesis in the classroom, they spend
eight weeks of their last quarter
working ina clinic.
"Currently, twonursingstudents
are down there. But we hope the
program will expand," Chamber-

lain said.
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Angels" a provocative hit

ae
Japanese American POW
reads from his memoirs
"

1000DaysinSiberia"describesthepersonalsagaofPOWIwao
Sano, from both a Japanese and American point of view.
Peter
"
" ,000
Days is thememoir ofaman whowas always anoutsider
1
with torn cultural loyalties during a time of great turmoil. The
reading will take place at the Wing Luke AsianMuseum at 407
Seventh Aye. S. on Wednesday, May 13 at 7 p.m. For more
information,contact Alma Huaat (206) 623-5124 ext.120.

"After the Fair" comes to
The Village Theatre
This classically-styled musical is based ona story titled "On the
Western Circuit" by Thomas Hardy (author of the literary classic
'Tess of the D'Urbervilles"), and is reminiscent of "Cyrano de
Bergerac." SU student R.J.Tanciocoprovides musical direction.
Theshow willrun April 23-May 10. Formore information, callthe
Theatre's box office at (425 )392-2202.

"I Envision" and "Our Lives:
Refugee Women's Photographs"
"IEnvision" isaseries ofblack-and-white photographsdepicting
the joys andstruggles of returning to the classroom, witha written
piece about the students' diverse life and learningexperiences.
"Our Lives"profiles students from theSeattle Refugee Women's
Alliance and their families, neighborhoods and aspects of their
cultures.The exhibitislocated in the Seattle Central Community
College'sArtGallery at 1701Broadway. Call (206)344-4379 for
more information.

U-WEN LEE
Staff Reporter
What "Die Hard" and "Lethal
Weapon" are to testosterone-filled
men, "CityOf Angels" is to women.
Never has a romantic filmbeen
this thought-provoking.
Adapted from a German arthouse film,
' the U.S. version employs a 30sromantic comedyplot
line, twograde-A Hollywood stars
(Nicolas Cage and MegRyan)and
isadorned witha filmnoir-ish title.
It is apparent that "City of Angels" is a lot of things to many
people.
It has already claimed the No. 1
slot at thedomestic boxofficeahead
of "Lost In Space" and "Titanic."
And while just as pleasing to the
eye, this film's profound exploration of spiritual matters forces audiences to think as wellas watch.
Some movie goers may experiencea"Ghost"-like deja vu,as "Angels" is one of those rare Hollywoodattempts to tackle deepissues
suchas faith, love and eternal life.
The difference between this
movie and "Ghost," however, is
that the love story never quite
evolvesasitsPatrick Swayze/Demi
Moorepredecessor.
Based loosely upon the 1987
German film "Wings of Desire,"
"City of Angels" opens one's eyes
to the underworld and therealmof
spirits thatexistall aroundus.
Seth (playedbyCage) is the first
angel tomakehisappearanceandis
sofascinated withhumanity thathe
keepsasking at the bedside ofthe

soon-to-be departed what they enjoyed mostabout being alive.
Some of the answers he gets are
touchingly mundane. "Pajamas,"
says one solemn little girl.
The good thing about being an
angel is that you'reonly visible to
people when you wish them tosee
you and although his destiny is to
be a pain-free, blissful observer,

Photo courtesy of Warner Bros.

"

Nicolas Cage andMegRyanin ascenefrom "City ofAngels.
Heis capableof playingthemerSeth finds itimpossible to keep his
and fearless villain in"ConMaggie
Dr.
Rice.
ciless
distance from
Rice,playedbyRyan, is a beau- Air" and "Face/Off," and here, he
tiful and highly-driven heart sur- is able to portray a wimpy lovegeon. When Maggie's confidence stricken puppy with equal believin her ability to save lives is sud- ability.
This is aquality of agreat actor,
denly shaken by the unexplained
deathofa patient,Seth makeshim- one who can play various roles
whenever the script calls for it.
self visible to her.
Ryan,as Maggie,however,turns
However,he cannever feel ,touch
or really experienceloveunless he inher usual fare.
She is the young, vibrant, nodecides to become a human be—
ing a process thatrequires him to nonsense perfectionist who wants
thebest outof both work andplealiterally fall from grace.
At times, "City of Angels" gets sure.Ryan isindeed well-suitedfor
bogged down in sentimentality; this role, and her ability to show
some of the surgery scenes are and evoke emotion is second to
graphic, and the ending is quite

none.

disturbing.
Itis Maggie's evolution through
the course ofthepicture that makes
"Angels"gratifying to watch.
Theaudience can't help but feel
sorry for Cage inhis futile attempts
to win Maggie over. Then again,
who'd want togo out witha spook
who can levitate and knows your
every movement and thought?
Another particularly interesting
characteristicofthis filmis to watch
the contrast inCage'sperformance
fromhis previous twomovies.

This is a strictly-meant-forcouples flick and even so, doesn't
really leavemuchof animpression
after the closing credits roll.
A watchable effort, yes,but lackingin the caliber ofanOscar-winningproduction.
Those whocomeunder theaforementioned "Die Hard" category
should undoubtedlybringadate,or
just stay away from this one.
While this is supposed to be a
bonafide tearjerker, don't expect
Kleenexstock torise anytimesoon.

SU literary students
dominate LIT '97-98
AUDACIOUS.
AND
"PROVOCATIVE
predictable!
Wickedly
irreverent!
Never
Dikyinf sexual

surprises!"

and competition is tough."
Out of the hundreds of entries,
this year's issue only includes 26
Lambda lota Tau's 1997-98 is- works.Almost half of the table of
sue of "Lit Journal" features an contents belongs to SU and nine
overwhelming majority ofSeattle talented writers:
Victoria Kwiatkowski contribUniversity writers.
uted
"A poemin tribute to Ovid's
English
Andrew Tadie of SU's
department beamed withpride.He 'Metamophoses,"'and Craig
talked of the honorees as if they Fischer contributed two poems,
"Perseus' Gift" and "Ponder,
were part of his own family.
"It really is an honor," Tadie reader, these younglovers."
In the short story category,
said. "Inclusion is by invitation
Monica Clarke grabbed honors
only."
Members of the timeless honor with her story "The Roommate"
society are welcome to submit and again in thecritisism category
works of poetry, prose, Fiction, for "The Parallels Between Lear
critical essays and short stories by andGlouster."
The rest of the SU winners were
March 27 of each year to be connext.
also
in the critical essay or critifor
the
sidered
At first look, this appears to be a cism style.
Jen Gonyer-Donahue had pubnarrow competition, but it isn't.
"Lambda lota Tau," Tadie as- lished her essay "The Meaning of
'Katharsis' in Aristotle's Poetics:
serts, "is an international honor
society for students of literature, ToClean,ToClear,or ToPurify?"
DONALD MABBOTT
Arts & Entertainment Editor

"Unheard Voices of the Eighteenth Century" wasa submission
chosen from SU's Elizabeth
Brownell,and "ThreeFacesof the
T of Jane Eyre" by Rosemary
Hooke was alsoa winner.
Thelast fourof five segmentsof
the prestigiousmagazinearededicated to SU writers: Shelly L.
Seberg for "The Radical Role of
Romantic Love in 'Jane Eyre,'"
CatherineM.Brown for "TheMarriage of Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay:
Fact and Vision," Amy R.
Smedsrud for "Lily Briscoe's Vision of Androgyny," and finally,
AnnaC.Longfor "An Analysis of
Themes and Issues in Doris
"
Lessing's 'The FifthChild.'
This is an important honor for
thesestudents andfor TheSUcommunity.
For informationandlimited copies ofLIT '98-97 contact the Englishdepartment at 296-5420.
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"The Butcher Boy" reinvents dark humor
CHRISTOPHER WILSON
Copy Editor
Childhood is meant to beacarefreetime filled with joyouslessons
and wondrous discoveries lovingly remembered and cherished
forever.
Tell that to

—
—
Francie Brady The

Butcher Boy.
"The Butcher Boy," ascreenadaptationof theaward- winningnovel
by Patrick MacCabe, depicts the
horrific childhood of Francie, a
young Irish boy, and his descent
into a murderous yet comical insanity.

Inasmall townin Irelandduring
the 19605, 12-year-old Francie and
his best friend Joe livein a fantasy
world of adventure, driven by the
new medium of television and a
titillating but confused awareness
ofthe Atomic Age.
However,Francie's everydaylife
Photo courtesy of Geffen Pictures
terribly
different from this imagiis
"
EamonnOwensportrays "TheButcher Boy.
nary oasis.
Hisfather is infamouslythemost
irreprobate drunkard in town, and is epitomized by the character of Francie finally runs away.
Uponhisreturn,hediscovers that
hismother,unable tocope with her oneMrs. Nugent, a nosy and prehusband's alcoholism and her tentious neighbor whoseson is the hismother has committed suicide.
More at odds withthe world than
family's poverty, constantly hov- bane of Francie's tortured existever,
he takes a jobin aslaughterence.
ers at the fringe of madness.
performing gory cleanup
house,
hospitalizaAfter his mother's
As if all this weren't enough,
only earns him further
breakdown,
that
work
Francie's neighbors, rather than tion for a nervous
scorn
from
the neighborhood and
sympathize, heartlesslycondemns Francieplungesfurther intohisfanmoniker,
he
the
"TheButcher Boy."
though
and
the entire Brady family for its af- tasy world. Even
Realizing
Joe,
only
stability,
source
of
that
Francie hasinsome
his
flictions,andFrancie bearsthe brunt
turn, even Joe
brothers,"
this
cantaken
a
dark
way
become
"blood
of their cruelty.
This
darkness
shunshis
friend.
final disconbay,
not
the
at
and
keep
The neighborhood's intolerance

nection sets Francie down a path
that ends in psychotic tragedy.
He attempts tocope withhis psychic pain by delving even further
intohis fantasy world,only to lose
his last link to realityandexploding
into violence.
This film is just like afamilycar
accident. Although it is grotesque,
it's impossible to look away from
theemotionaland physicalcarnage.
It is brutally close to the tragedies of real life: the negligent
mother wholetsher obesedaughter
wallow in her own filth, a young
boywhopulls the fire alarm toherd
hisclassmates into a private shootinggallery.
"The Butcher Boy" wasintended
to be a darkly humorous film, and
even themostmacabre sceneselicit
uneasy laughter.
Inonescene,after beingarrested,
Francie asks the sergeant ifhe is to
behung.
The sergeantreplies apologetically that hanging is no longer
permittable under the law. "Sergeant! What's this countrycoming
to?" isFrancie's wearyresponse.
As a foreign release, this film
boastsno Hollywoodgreats,afactor which makes the story all the
morebelievable.
The only recognizable actor is
StephenRea playing Francie's alcoholic father.
Rea is best known for his portrayal of a tentative terrorist in the
"The Crying Game."

This filmis perfectforthose jaded
moviegoers who grow tiredof the
usually unavoidable,happyHolly-

wood ending.
Francie'semotional evisceration
is unflinchingly, graphically depicted. The viewer is eventually
strapped to a gurney next to
Francie but this time the ambulancebypasses theemergency room
andproceedsdirectlyto themorgue.
When screenwriter/directorNeil
Jordan first read the novel, he was
immediately struck by the novel's
cinematic potential. He felt a special connection to the story, as he
had grown up in Ireland during the
same periodin which"TheButcher
Boy" was set.
"It gave me an opportunity to
reinvent that extraordinarymixture
of paranoia andparalysis,madness
and mysticism that was the Ireland
Igrew up in in the '505," Jordan
said in the film's press release.
Jordan also directed "The Crying
Game" and "Interview with the
Vampire."
McCabe, won the Irish Times/
AerLingusLiterature Prizein1992
for his novel and has published
other works.
"TheButcher Boy"presents disquietinginsight intoayoung boy's
unhinged perspective on reality,
drawing the audience into a headlongplunge into a tortured mental

—

abyss.

Itsoonbecomes obvious that, for

Francie,refugelies onlyinoblivion.

THE MAVERICKS RUSTLE UP
THEMSELVES ANOTHER WINNER
tures a honkytonk piano, a

Christopher Wilson

Copy Editor
With the release of their fourth
album, "Trampoline," The Maver-

icks have stepped outside the increasingly-blurred boundaries of
country music, andcreated a rich
new sound.
Withadeliberate departure from
the Nashville norm, this talented
group has discovered the formula
for creating music to satisfy a diversity of tastes.
Withover 13 tracks on "Trampoline,"TheMavericks deftlyblend a
wide rangeofstyles: ragtime,gospel,and even mariachifindsahome
in their seamlessly-blended compositions.
TheMavericks (RaulMalo,Robert Reynolds,PaulDeakinandNick
Kane) have tried to capture a true
representation of the South on this
new release.
Odd,only because thebandhails
from Florida, wins country music
awards from Nashville, and describes their ownsound as "classic
POPmusic."
Thismultipolar musical perspective has garnered the group multiple awards from the Academyof
Country Music and the Country
Music Awards,as wellas oneplatinum and one goldrecord.
TheMavericks' roots lie in Miami, where they wouldextend their
club sets far into the early hours of

lively

clarinet, a trombone and sax trio

Photo

RobertReynolds, Raul Malo, PaulDeakin andNick Kane are The Mavericks.
the morning. Theyplayed a mix of
Roy Orbison, Hank Williams Sr.,
and originals written by chief
songwriter and lead singer Malo.
After signing withMCARecords,
the band relocated to Nashvillein
the early '90s and released their
debut album, "From Hell to Paradise." Their follow-up release,
"What aCryingShame," went platinum, and their subsequent album,
"Music for All Occasions," went
goldin 1995.
"Trampoline" starts off with
"Dance the Night Away," with a
hot brass section lending a Southwestern tang to the melody. This
stately yet upbeat songintroduces

courtesy of

MCA Nashville

and "megaphone"-style vocals.
Thenit'sofftochurch with"Save
A Prayer," a spirited gospel that
would have the Blues Brothers
themselvesspeakingintonguesand
testifying in the aisles.
Beforerecording "Trampoline,"
the banddecided that asimple criteria for any material going on the
album wasthat they allhad toenjoy
playing it. They decided to record
in anoldchurch that had beenconverted into a studio.
Theband also decided to record
this albumemploying amethodlast
used nearly 30 years ago. The musicians actually perform the entire
songsatone time,at thesameplace,
in the same studio, making music
together what a concept.
They felt thatbyrecordinginreal
time, as opposed to laying down
tracks at different times andmixing
them later, the result would be a
more natural,believable sound.
"Youendup withahuman feel,"
said bass player Robert Reynolds.
Theresult is an engagingcollectionof songs thatentertains 'til the

—

"By the end of the last tour we
that flirtatious mariachi sound that
were all pretty fried on the old
permeates much of the CD.
The next track throws themood sound,"Malo said inthe "Trampointo reverse with abluesy feel and line"press release."Weprettymuch
abrasive vocals,andalong withthe felt we had beat that down to the
brass, creates a wall of sound. If ground."
On a year-longhiatus after their
compelled to skip ahead a few
tracks, the contrast is wild,as the lasttour, thebandrealizedthatthere
theboysunwindinto "Fool," atorch is much more to country music today,andbelieve their newsound is
song withareal smoky feel.
The inspiration for this musical reflective of the burgeoning last note.
It's anyone's guess in whatdiexperimentationcomes,ironically, multiculturalism that istransformrection
TheMavericks willchoose
ing
from alack ofmotivation.
the South.
move
strings,
and
to
next. It's a safe bet it will
they
Theband felt
had outgrown
The addition ofbrass
eras,
intriguing as
somethingequally
varying
as
as
the
musical
be
well
their current methods of compos"Trampoline."
approach.
to
to
thisnew
music,
testimony
isa
ing
and were not anxious
The Mavericks will play the
"Dolores" is a Dixieland tune
repeat themselves. It was time to
It
feaMoore
Theater onMay 18.
straight
for
fromBourbonStreet.
look elsewhere material.
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Softball team winless in final homestand

Lady Chieftains struggle to generate offense againstNClCfoes
Jason lichtenberger
Associate Sports Editor

TheSeattle University women's
softball teamhas endured anumber
of good times and hardships in its
first season as a varsity sport.
After winning four of their first
11 games, the LadyChieftains had
high hopes for an unexpected,but
happily welcomed,greatfirst year.
But as of late, the team has been
plaguedby injuries, and have continued to slide in the standings.
The Lady Chieftains entered a
four-gamehomestandthepast week
trying to break aneight-game skid.
Butthe vigorof playingat homefor
the final time this seasoncould not
help lead the Lady Chieftains to
victory, as they dropped all four
games of their final homestand.
Last Thursday, against the University of Puget Sound, the Lady
Chieftains lostby scores of 6-0 and
12-2.
In the first game against the Loggers, pitcher Regin Beeter and the
Lady Chieftain defense were sharp
early on.
In the top half of the secondinning, freshman Angelique Bredice
made anice play at secondbase to
get the Lady Chieftains out of a
possible jam.
She fie\ded a hard ground ba\\,
madea tagon the baserunner and
flipped the ball over to first base to
record an inning-ending double
play.
But the Lady Chieftains could
not get their bats tocooperate.They
were overpoweredby UPS pitcher
Russia Vote.
Vote finished a dandy of a complete game by giving up no runs,
allowing one hit and striking out
eight SU batters.
Beeter was just as sharp, however. Through five innings she
gave up no runs on just three hits.
Butin the sixthinning, theLoggers

found a way to get across home
plate.
After theLadyChieftains retired
the first batter of the inning, things
beganto crumble.
A possible communication error
betweenHolly Miller and Marisa
Monroe allowed fora catchable fly
ball to fallbetween themin shallow
left-center field for abase hit.
A sharply hit ball justsqueaked
past Cynthia Cruz at third base to
put two runners aboard. After a
walk loaded the bases, the Lady
Chieftains almost got out of the
jam,but anunlucky sequenceerased
that chance.
With the infielddrawnin tomake
the play at the plate, the Loggers'
BarbMiele scorched a1me driveup
the middle that was nearly caught
by Beeter on the mound.
Thedeflection trickled toBredice
at second, and without hesitation,

she threw the ball home.

Bredice had the runner beat, but
the throw wasinthedirt,andcatcher
Casey Sprute could not handle it,
allowing the run to score.
The Loggers scored two more
runs that inning on a single by the
ensuingbatter.
They scored three runs in both
the sixth and seventh, paving the
way to the 6-0UPS victory.
Inthesecondgameofthedoubleheader, the Loggers jumped onSU
early. After the Lady Chieftains
jumped to a 1-0 first-inning lead,
UPS combated withtwo runsin the
secondand threerunsinthe third to
take a5-1 lead.
That would be all the pitching
combination of Vote and Erika
Smith would need.
They heldthe LadyChieftains to
two runs on eight hits despite a
three-for-threeeffort fromSUright
fielder Julie Weiskopf, which included a double.
The Loggers added a run in the
fourth,and diminishedthe chances

MollyMcCarthy

/ Photo Editor

'

Freshman AngeliqueBredice takes ahackin theLady Chieftains gameagainstPacific University on Saturday.
ofanSUcomeback withsixrunsin
the seventh inning en route to the
12-2 victory.
Thingsdid not got any better for
the LadyChieftains on Saturdayin
adoubleheader againstPacificUniversity.
The Lady Chieftains were held
to a total of just six hits over the
course ofthe twogames, as Pacific
shut out the Lady Chieftainsinboth
gamesof thedoubleheader by scores

the fourth inning to break the game
of 6-0 and 13-0.
open.
Denncy
In fact, overthe courseof the
pitcher
Sarah
Boxers
innings, Beeter gave up
four
shutout,
final
complete
game
threw a
on
two
also
six
runs
five hits. She also
just
hits. She
allowing
batters, while
five
Pacific
five
a
walked
struck out
SUbatters without
only
out
one.
striking
walk.
The Lady Chieftains again
Beeter wasequallyeffective early
on. Through the first three innings crushed theirchances of a possible
pitched, she gaveupno runson just late comeback by giving up three
one hit with two strikeouts. But runs in the seventh,as they fell 6-0
then Pacific got to her.
The Boxers scored three runs in
See Softball on page 13

Golf team prepares for NCIC championship

Final regular season tournament has team, coach very eager
JASON LICHTENBERGER

Associate Sports Editor

TheSeattleUniversitymen' s golf
team took asixth-place finishin its
seasoncloser in the Pacific Invitation at PumpkinRidge.
This was the Chieftains' final

preparation before the Northwest
Conference of Independent Colleges championship match at
Tokatee in Blue River, Ore. this
weekend.
The Chieftains finished with a
team score of 685, just behind that
of fifth-place University of Puget
Sound's 673.
"I was excited by the play at
Pumpkin Ridge," said head coach
Mitch Norton. "There were signs
ofmore consistency which wehave
lacked throughout the year."
Freshman Andy Bruno led the
Chieftains withhis strongplayover

score of 173.
the lastcoupleof weeks.
"There was the poHis scores of 77 and 80
tential for some lower
gave hima totalof 157,
tact
scores,"
Norton said.
goodenoughfora fifthof
"Some the guysjust
we
place tie.
that
hadsomebadholes
"Andy's been workhigh
gave
them
a
ing really hard on his
game, especially his
Oneexampleof that
mental game," Norton
He
wasSuryalndarta.
said. "He has provento MITCH NORTON, SU GOLF COACH
opening-round
shotan
himself and his team101, but then battled
matesthat hecan goout
day to shoot an
second
tournaback
on
the
day,
and finishedas the
there and shoot well consistently. ond
of 185.
84,
score
giving
of
148.
him
a
"Ifhecan have two solidrounds ment medalist witha score
Eliminating
those
bad
holes on
was
the
being
Ryan
Linfield's
Welch
at Tokatee, hehas achanceat
day
provided
would
have
score
of
152.
the
first
runner-up,
witha
a medalist."
For the Chieftains,Russ Dorsett Indarta with a much lower score
Bruno's 77 in the first round of
the tournamentplaced himin a tie and James Collins both had good and a chance for the Chieftains to
tournaments. Dorsett snot 89 on finishahead ofUPS for fifthplace.
for second after day one.
Paul Hanken struggled on the
Unfortunately, Pacific's Jay the first day,and 82 on the second
Meyerhoff was on fire in the final to finish with an overall score of first day as well. He shot anopening-round 100, but he too came
round,eliminatingBruno's chances 171.
Collins,
team,
ofthe
back strongon the second day with
captain
the
higher
of a
finish.
Meyerhoff shot a 69 on the sec- shot a 90 and an83 to finish with a an89, finishing the tournamentwith

If we get our game in

and

come mentally prepared,

have good chance offinishing
in the upper halfof the NCIC.

a score of 189.
ColinHastings shot scoresof 105
and101to finish witha tournament
totalof 206.
Norton wasexcited byhis team's
play, and knows they can pull together lower scores. He stresses
consistency as the focal point for
his team,and as his team's consistency has improved, so have the
overall scores.
"If we get our game intact and
come mentally prepared," Norton
said, "we have a good chance of
finishing in the upper half of the
NCIC."
That is something Norton feels
his inexperienced squad can accomplish. He feels they are good
enough to fit amidst that middle
pack of the NCIC.
Notbad for ateaminits first year
of competition as a varsity collegiate sport.
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NCIC Men's Tennis Tournament Preview
SU's big guns must be armed with a mix offitness andpatience
Scott will also get a bye as the top

Matt Zemek
Associate Sports Editor

seed in the draw.
Walter's road to the singles title
will
afternoon,
probably go through Pablo
the
Sunday
This
SeTOURNAMENT EVENTS: AH singles and doubles entries will compete at the tournament. With 10
Ugarte,
University
team
the #2 seed in the field and
attle
men's tennis
teamsin the NCIC,each team will bring its six singlesentries and three doubles teams.That makes for
hopes tobetheone teamleftstand- Walter'sarchrival from Willamette
a totalof60 singles players and30 doubles teams. The doubles team will form one of three 30-team
ing at the end of the 1998 NCIC University.Ugarte,a formermemtournaments at the event. Theother tournaments are the upper-division tournament, featuring the #1-3
Tournament.Such agoal is not just ber ofthe BolivianDavisCup team,
—
playerson allNCIC teams,andthelower-division tournament, featuring the#4-6 playersofeachschool.
a figure of speech it's a game has sluggedit out with Walter over
CHIEFTAIN TOURNAMENT ROSTER: Upper-divisionsinglesentries are Jesse Walter (1), Jeff
the past two years. The old foes
plan.
Scott (2) andKamran Jafre (3). Lower-division entries areErik Berninger (4),RyanTuininga (5) and
Going into the three-day tourna- split head-10-head meetings at the
Joel Punzal (6). The doublesentries are Walter/Scott (1), Jafre/Berninger (2) and Tuininga/Punzal (3).
ment, which startsFriday at Pacific RolexChampionships, withWalter
BREAKDOWNBYROUND:Witha30-entry fieldforeach tournament,everyonebutthe top twoseeds
Lutheran University in Tacoma, winning in 1996 and Ugarte winin each draw will play fivematches. The firstroundisaround of 32, minus the two byes gained by the
Jesse Walter and JeffScott will be ning last year. In their regular-seatop twoseeds.The secondround is a roundof 16, and the third round servesas the quarterfinal round.
expected to carry the load for the son meeting this year, Walter perThe fourth matchis the semifinal round, and the fifth match of the eventis the championshipmatch.
Chieftains, just as they have done formed brilliantly to winan enterTOP SUSEEDS: One Chieftain entry willget afirst-round bye ineach tournament.Inupper-division
during the season. If they hope to taining three-set match.
singles,Walter willget abyeas the #1seedin thedraw.Inthelower-division singles,ErikBerninger will
SUheadcoach JohnCassens said
carry SU to the conference title,
get
get abye asthe #2 seed.Andin doubles, Walter/Scott will get a bye asthe #1 seed.Jeff Scott won't
giving them an automatic berth in that if Walter meets Ugarte inSuna bye,but he willbe a top-five seedin the upper-division singles tournament.
theupcomingNAIA NationalTour- day afternoon's championship
match,
he must be patient withhis
nament, they will have to rely on
"Jesse hasthe counterpunch (the While he has outlasted many an prise," Cassens said. "If Jesse can
their career trademark: outlasting groundstrokes.
—
ability
to stay in rallies)plus of- opponent over the years with tre- win singles,Jeff canmakethesemi"Jessesideais to wearhimout
their opponents.
fense,"
Cassens
said."I'mlooking mendous mental toughness and finals,JesseandJeff winthedoubles
(than
Ugarte),"
Both Walter and Scott have de- he's inbetter shape
consistent groundstrokes, Scott title,andErik (Berninger, whowill
veloped reputations for being the Cassens said. "(To do that) Jesse for Jesse to win the tournament."
Walter's chances are helpedby lacks Walter's experience in the play in the lower division singles
fittest playerson the court, the ones must deal with Pablo'sslicebackpressure-cooker atmosphere of tournament) wins his tournament,
who run down
is match- single-elimination tournaments. we could get enoughpoints to win
theextrabal1 and
tested
in While Walter reached the finals of the title."
excel in long,
With eachmatch victorycountthe 1997 Rolex,Scott lost in the
grueling rallies.
(he)
reason,
out...
ing
firstround.For that
Cassens
for two team points, Cassens
this
In
conoptimism
explained
and
that sucha format could
expressedboth
weekend's tourmust
play
into SU's hands.
dueled with cern about Scott's chances this
nament, which
Whereas the Chieftains' lack of
Ugarte at the weekend.
will involve five
prevented them from winround,
first
by
depth
he
"If he gets the
in
matches
duringtheregusemifinals,"
morematches
ning
could get to the
and
singles
season,
tournament
format
said,
that
Scott's
lar
the
noting
As he comCassens
doubles, SU's
Walter,
Scott
and
warofnerves.
will
enable
firstmatchcouldbea
petes under a
stars willneed to
upbigpoint
nerves,
totals
Berninger
those
to
run
In order to combat
bring their fitCassens, SU men's tennis coach,
r i ■!i
Cassens said that Scott must rely andputSU overthe top,regardless
ness to the forebeating
,
of
weekend
onwhatgainedhimatop-five seed- of what the other three players do
on
Walter's chances
ing:
apatient, low-risk game plan. (See tournament capsule box,
The
rival Pablo Ugarte for the NCIC
"If
Jeff can stay in his grind above).
game
mental
tournament's
TITLE
Ifonesayingaccurately expresses
SINGLES
modeand
wait for the other guy to
could be his
punishingschedwell," how teams must approach multimistake,
a
he'll
do
asset,
make
greatest
ule, which will
round tournaments, "survive and
cram fivematches into three days, hand, which will make him bend even greater thanhis physical fit- Cassens said.
his
team's
chances
advance" would be it. In that case,
assessing
In
ness.
will take less of a toll on Walter, downlow."
"
The samecan' tbe said for Scott, to winthe tournament,Cassenssaid Walter and Scott, along with the
Cassensexplained that if Walter
because he will get a first-round
Ugarte's
whose seeding wasnot announced that the tournament format plays entire Chieftain team,hopethat the
bye as the top seed in the upper- can stay patient against
strengths.
NCIC Tournament will be a surdivision singles tournament.In the array of teasingly low and slicing at press time,but will definitelybe into SU's
really
good
surcan
be
a
vival of the fittest.
#3).
than
"We
top
(no
higher
in the
five
doubles competition,Walter and shots, he will probably win.
__^_^^_

Jesses idea is to wear him

deal with Pablo's slice backhand,
which will make him bend down10w...
Jesse has the counterpunch plus the
offense... I'm lookingfor Jesse to win.
John
Jesse

j

Softball: Lady Chieftains
losing
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in the first game.
The Boxers took an early 2-0
lead in the second game with two
runs in the top half of the first
inning. Vallie Wells led the game
off witha triple to start the Pacific
rally.
SU hung in there, however, allowing arun in the fourth and two
in the fifth to trail 5-0 with two
innings left to play. But again, the
Lady Chieftains were dominated
by Pacific's pitching.
Jennifer Sharp-Inman dominated
from the start. She struck out the
side in the first inning, and had a
total of five strikeouts in the first
two innings.
For the game, Sharp-Inman
struck out nine Lady Chieftains
while giving up only one walk on
her way to a four-hit shutout.
Again, a seventh-inning night-

mare crushed SU's hopes ofmaking a final charge.
The Boxers added a run in the
sixth and thenadded sevenrunsin
the seventh inning, aided by three
walks and a plethora of singles.
That sealed their 13-0 victory over
Thattakes theLady Chieftains to
the final week ofthe season withall
to play for. If they are going to win
again, they willhave todosoon the
The LadyChieftains play at UPS
today, at Linfleld on Saturday and
at Willamette onSunday. Allgames

are doubleheaders.
The LadyChieftainsare trying to
find the niche that brought them
success early in the season, and
break the 12-game losing streak
they are currently in the midst of.
For the completeline scores,see
the softball recap box on page 14.
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Women's tennis suffers loss to UPS

Lady Chieftains pleased with overallplay, ready for NCIC tournament
JASON LICHTENBERGER
Associate Sports Editor

Joycerefused togodown. She won said. "Iwaitedfor theopportunity
the nextgame toforce a tie-breaker. for a shortball."
Ayakawa's strategy paid off,as
In the tie-break, Joyce could not
hang on, and lost the first set 7-6. she defeated Lenconi in straight
Thesecondsetbelonged toBounds, sets, 6-2,in both games.
It was a solid victory for
as she beat Joyceby a score of6-2.
Fourth-seededChaiseEwerttried Ayakawa heading into the NCIC
to score a valuable point for the championship.
"Iam happy with the way Iam
LadyChieftains inhermatchagainst
Myra Jacobs. Ewert looked domi- playingright now,"Ayakawasaid.
"But you can't
always be too

In its final tune-up before the
NorthwestConference ofIndependent Colleges championships, the
Seattle University women's tennis
team suffered a 4-3 loss inahome
contest against the University of
Puget Sound last Friday.
loss
The
dropped the
comfortable,
Lady Chiefbecause
there is
tains to 5-15
to
always
room
for
overall and 3improvement.
lOintheNClC.
a
"Ineed more
But the team
court
time to
hascome along
work
on my
way since the
ground
strokes
beginning of
volleys."
and
the season.
Top-seeded
The Lady
ErinWeller
was
Chieftains
a
well-prepared
opened the seafor a difficult
son without a
Erin Weller, on her first-ever
against
match
number six
victory over mari hrebener and the
Hrebener,
Mari
player. That
upcoming ncic championship
a player shehad
also meant they
not yetbeaten in
had to forfeit all
four-year
her
the doubles
jumped
nant
set
as
she
career
at
SU.
player
early
in
the
matches that the number six
"She'sa veryhardhitter,"Weller
wassupposedtoplay in. Losingan to a 3-0 advantage.
ButJacobs tookover from there. saidofHrebener. "She likes to be
automatic two points is an enormous burden for a tennis team to She slowed the pace of the game in control, but if you gether frusdown as she stayed back on the trated, she can bebeat."
overcome.

It's always nice end the season
with victory, but I'm going into
regionals like Ido every match, and
that is to do the best that Ican. Win
played my best,
know I
or lose, if I
that is great accomplishment for me.

But sophomore Carrie Weldon

baseline for the entire match and
forced Ewert to try and attack. The

joined the team during the course
of the season, and has filled in strategy worked, as she won the
nicely.Inher singles match against next six games to capture the first
Stacey Porter, Weldon was domi- set by a score of 6-3.
Jacobs continued this typeofplay
nated in the first set, and lost 6-0.
Weldon then madea huge turn- in the second set, andit paid off as
around and battledback. She won shedefeatedEwert by a frustrating
the first game of the second set and score of6-4.
It was a different story for the
played hard throughout the entire
Chieftains' topthreeplayers,
complete
Lady
the
match. She couldnot
comeback,though,andlost thesechowever. Third-seededTriciaLee
dominated Mcl Hiramoto of UPS
ond set by a score of 6-4.
Megan
Joyce
Fifth-seeded
en- onher wayto a straight-set victory
gaged ina tough battle against the by scores of 6-2and 6-3.
Denise Ayakawa, SU's number
Loggers'KirstenBounds. She was
seed,playedjustasdominantly
then
two
set,
but
down 4-3 in the first
won two straightgames to take a5in her match. She played very
patiently against ClaireLenconi.
-4 lead.
games
won
the
nexttwo
"I had to remain focused and
Bounds
to recapture the lead at 6-5, but keeptheballin the court," Ayakawa

Weller dominated early. She
hadHrebenerrunningupanddown

the court, but the mentally-tough
DeniseAyakawadisplays thesweetswingthatledher to victoryagainstUPS,
in
there.
hung
Hrebener
Weller won the first couple of Weller headingintotheNCICcham- a score of 8-2, as did the team of
games by playing the ball to pionships this weekend. Shelooked Lee and Weldon.
Although they lost, the Lady
Hrebener'sbackhand. Thishelped very toughbothmentally andphysiChieftains playedpretty well. This
lead her toa6-2 victory inthe first cally.
"If salwaysnice toend the season was not afull team at thebeginning
set.
Throughout the endof the first with a victory, but I'm going into of the season, and they have been
doevery match, and lookingsharp as of late. They are
set andtheremainder of thematch, regionals likeI
Weller began forcing Hrebener to that is to do the best that Ican," ready to attempt to pull off some
know upsets in the NCIC tournament.
make mistakes withher forehand. Weller said. "Winor lose,ifI
best,
"We'redefinitely theunderdogs,
that is a great
Shewasable tofrustrate Hrebener Iplayed my
but we have the motivation and
and cruised to a 6-3 second-set accomplishment for me."
victory, marking her first victory
In doubles play,however,Weller talent to do well,"Weiler said.
Talent and motivation can be a
and Ayakawa were notas fortunate.
over a tough UPS opponent.
scary
They
lost to Hrebener andLenconi
combination for a post-sea"It was awesome," Weller said.
son
team. Just ask the
underdog
by
a score of 8-6.
"It feels good to end the season
men's
Valparaiso's
of
opponents
Ewertand Joyce losttheirdoubles
like this."
team.
by
basketball
victory
counterparts
for match to their UPS
It was an important

Softball recap
Thursday, April 16 vs.University ofPuget Sound
R H E
Game One
6 9 0
UPS
0 1 2
SeattleU.
LP: ReginBeeter
WP:KassiaVote

Game Two
UPS
SeattleU.
WP: Vote

t-*.

R H E
12 14 1
2 8 5
LP:Katie Shrope

Saturday, April 18 vs.Pacific University
R H E
Game One
6 6 2
Pacific U.
0 2 4
Seattle U.
LP:Beeter
WP:Sarah Denney

R H E
Game Two
13 12 0
Pacific U.
Seattle U.
0 4 3
Sharp-Inman
LP: Shrope
WP: Jennifer

I

Thinking About Seattle
Dr. Paul Kidder
Fall Quarter 1998: PHIL 480/HUMT 400
♥InterdisciplinaryCore Course♥

LEGAL ASSISTANT

MARKETING

TUTORINGOFFERED

Small, downtown Seattle personal
injury law firm seeking full-time
assistant. Opportunity for those
seeking firsthand experience in
the field before beginning law
school. Responsibilities include
typing/drafting daily correspondence and pleadings, filing,
working with clients. $10/hour
plus benefits. 1 year commitment
desired. Non-smoker. Send
resume, cover le«er to 500 Union
Stree., Suite 645, Seattle, WA

No sales; appointment setting only.
$8.00-$15.00 hr. + Bonuses. Convenient location and shift schedules for
students. Please call mornings:
Laura, (206) 783-0202, afternoons/
evenings, Brett (206) 812-6340.

In Physics, Pre-Calculus,Calculus,
differential equations, linear Algebra and Statistics. Get a C or better,
or otherwise 50%refund. $15/hr.
Omid @ (425) 869-2567.

PAINTERS NEEDED
Over 100 positions available
No experience necessary
Work outside with your friends in
your own home town
Call today- 1-888-277-9787

..

AmeriCorps/VISTA

,

AmeriCon)s/VISTA yea long mi
summer-iong full-time positions in
Seattle area. Work with community
agencies to provide tutoring /
mentoring for children ,housing/
employment support to low-income
people and direct service to at-risk
youth. Stipend of $716/mo, mcd/
childcare/vac, $4725 (full-year) or
$1000 (summer) scholarship. Call

Interested 111 advertising
in
The Spectator?
Contact Meredith, Rachelle or
Romie in the Spectator business
office at
296-6474.

675-3200 for application. Closes 5/
13/98. AA/EEO.

Get Ready! The Spectator is seeking applications
from students interested in editorial, productionand
business positions for the 1998-99 Spectator staff.
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Positions Available:
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ManagingEditor
'NewsEditor
Opinion Editor
M
features Editor
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&:E Editor
ssortsPortsEditor
Copy Editor
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Photo Editor
" On-LineEditor

Reporters
Photographers
Business Manager
" AdvertisingManager
" Advertising Assistan t

Applicants shouldsubmit:
A letter ofapplication explaining your interest.
"
A completed resume, including three references.
A small portfolio of previous journalistic writing and editing work.
"

.

The application deadlineis Thursday.May7. 1998,
Sendapplication packets to:
Megan McCoid, c/o The Spectator,Seattle University, 900 Broadway,Seattle,
WA 98122.

M.E.Ch.A. invites you to celebrate

4SSU

CINCO DE MAYO

Join us on Saturday, May 2, in the Campion Ballroom for a
night full of fun.
We will be hosting a Chicano muralist,catered dinner,
folkloric dancers, pinatas, and a dance. Come and
boogieto Salsa, Nortena, Mambo, and Quebradita

JBB&£IIWJ&3K

fi^wMnaISStf^^
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Tickets are $8 for the entire eveningor $5 for the
dance only (9 p.m. to midnight). Doors open at 6 p.m.,
event begins at 6:30 p.m.

tfflM^J^

The ASSU Page is prepared by theASSUoffice. This page is for
the advertisements ofregistered clubs and organizations. Formore Tickets can be purchased in the Office of Minority Student Affairs, Campus
information,please contact theASSUoffice at 296-6050.
Assistance Center, the Education Department and through M.E.Ch.A.
members.
Vote in theFINAL ELECTIONthis
For more information. callHaydee at 329-2713, or Elizabeth at 621-5593.
Tuesday, April 28 for:
GRADUATE REPRESENTATIVE...
Do you want to get your feet wet?
Patty Linehan
Geneva Foster

.

Prior experience;
As an undergraduateI
was senator for my
collegeandrcprescnlcd the collegeissues
to theCleveland Slate UniversityStudent
Government. Ithen became co-chair of
the CSU hoard ofelections. 1worked in
the television industryseven years before
returning to school.
Plans/eoals/Meas for ASSU:
The goal of the current SU adminislralion is to become student-centered. 44%
of the students attending SU arc graduate
students. For administration to achieve
its goal, the needs of graduate students
must be considered. Iplan to assist in

Prior experience:
Non-Tradilional Rep, ASSU 1996-97
Resident Asst 1997-98
Ten years work history in private sector
Senior Class President, Ballard High

School 1983-84
Plans/yoals/irieas for ASSU:
Increase active communication withconstituency. Better inform grad. studentsof
relevant activities and events. Highlight
grad student issues and problems. Work
wilh appropriate staffand administrators
lo solve problems. Represent allSU studentsand offer thoughtful and innovative
ideas and solutions to council,

Raft the Wenatchee River

Experience the thrilling excitement of
Whitewater rafting. The ISC will take you
to the Wenatchee River for a full day
of river rafting on May 10. The cost
is $60 and it includes transportation,
lunch, equipment and rafting. To sign
up or for more information, call the
International Student Center at 296-
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE '98-9 9 COUNCIL !

Candidatestatement:
assembling those needs.
Iwant to be the graduate representative
Candidate statement;
There is great diversity at Scatllc Univcr- for a number of reasons. lam one third
sity. The experience ofeach member of of the way throughmyMaster's program,
our learning community is valuable. I would like to spend next year advocatGraduate students have much lo offer and ing for theneeds of grad. students. Ihave
constitute forty-four percent of the stu- beenan ASSU rep in ihc past,so Iundcrdent population. To become a student- stand whatit takes to be an effective rep.
centered instilution, graduate and under- and have council hear the needs of my
graduates will need to work together to constituency. ASSU is an environment
distinguish our university. Iq the po^i- that allows students to make constructive
lion of ASSUGraduate Representative,I suggestions to the administration. Ilike
will facilitate intcraclions that willbring lo offer creative ideas to improve the stagraduatc and undergraduate students to- tvs quo. Also, 1 would like to serve on
the "Accounts Committee" to ensure that
'
clubs arc funded withinan equitable en-

At Lame Representatives
Betsy Yanasak
Ken Johnson
Sandra Godinez
Lillian Carabeo
Resident Representative
Anislia Hathiramani
Commuter Representative
Anne Cassinnelli

International Representative
Aura Maria Cuellar

vironment.

ISon- Traditional Representative

...and MINORITY REPRESENTATIVE:

OR

Alex Alvarez

Guy Sutherland

Christopher Dclacruz

1«I
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Quadstock is almost here, and it's time to get
pumped up! This year's Quadstock
is going to rock!
Here's what"s is on the

,
agenda so far:

ffr

/f^i
.

nQon t01 30

"

*■*

mm yN

m^

These are the groups you will be

P

p.m.
2 to 2:30 F

-Contests throughout the day. Yes, the
2-30 to 3-30 p.m.
eating
contests
and
cracker
drinking
water
are back!
3:45 to 4:45 p.m.
-Cubs will be providing food/activities

s

sto 6 p.m.
6:15 to 7:15 p.m.

-KSUB DJs

,

Some Few ora| e8

(BatUe of the Bands winner)

- FDynimg V ©irlbffill

-MusaSU (Marimba)
- Engine 5 4 (Ska)
"

£ *!*lf."?J, g!!L
C

-■■rtsm»»iii*iava^»VX=ii=l
(Celtic Rock)

-TERRIFIC MUSIC

Mffl^fe

-Plenty of sun (Well, we hope!)

730 to 8:30 p.m.

(Funk/Rap)

My£^%.
9 to 10:30 p.m.
WL
XI -As much fun as you can Imagine!

W

:nvc nNQERJ or rMNK
ZzIC^IDC}
- C*
V^Cf #*-**-* t^

(Folk Rock)
Watch next xveek for ticket

info!

